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nassive’ strike
Leopoldo Galtieri flew to the southern 
a of Comodoro Rivadavia Tuesday to 
he commander of Argentina’s South At- 
er of operations, Vice Admiral Jose Lom- 
)ther military chiefs.
^vision showed a crowd of waving and 
■gentines greeting the president when he 
le port city 900 miles south of the Argen- 
, less than 400 miles west of the Falk-
o, Defense Minister John Nott said waves 
e jets launched a "massive attack” on the 
ay. "We have no information on casual- 
he said, adding: "Clearly from what we 
bad news.”
sources identified the damaged ship as a 
itroyer similiar to the HMS Sheffield, the
first of three British ships sunk by the Argentines in 
the 7 -week-old war.
At the United Nations, diplomatic sources said 
Britain agreed to a watered-down Security Council 
resolution giving Secretary-General Javier Perez de 
Cuellar seven days to revive peace talks in the Falk­
lands crisis.
The proposal was included in an amended resolu­
tion to be submitted to the Council Wednesday. The 
sources said all 15 Council members agreed to the 
text, which does not call for a cease-fire. Argentina 
has not yet given its opinion.
The fierce sea and air battle erupted as:
See FALKLANDS 
Back page this section
Gov. Joseph Brennan, who once com­
plained that Andre the seal gets more pub­
licity than he does, hoped to make amends 
with Andre in a visit Tuesday. As Andre 
nips the leg of his trainer, Harry Goodrich,
the governor contemplates the rigors of the 
campaign trail. But when it was all over, 
Brennan reported that "Andre harbored no 
bad feelings ... I may have sealed the elec­
tion right there.” Story, Page 13. (UPI)
P.J. Hamel
Long Time, No Seal
Andre Heads Home To Rockport
by Sharon Goodspeed
Like many a fellow Mainer recently 
returned from warmer climes, Andre’s 
days of southern exposure are over.
Rockport’s long-standing celebrity- 
in-residence left the shores of Prov­
incetown, Mass., Tuesday for the 
230-mile journey home.
Harry Goodridge, Andre’s trainer, 
said Andre is making this swim, his 
seventh such ocean trip, for peace. “1 
don’t want a nuclear confrontation,” 
Goodridge said, “and neither does
Andre.”
Julie Quinn, director of public af­
fairs at Connecticut’s Mystic Marine- 
life Aquarium where Andre spent the 
winter, said Andre passed a quiet day 
resting in the backup area Monday.
Andre wintered on the seal island ex­
hibit at Mystic, where, according to 
Quinn, he got along well with the rest 
of his islandmates.
When asked whether Andre had ex­
hibited any of the “show biz” trap­
pings that have made Miss Piggy so
hard to live with, Quinn replied, “No, 
Andre has been a real gentleman.”
She reported Andre ate between six 
and eight pounds of fish daily, not 
once requesting salmon mousse or 
trout almondine. He tipped the scales 
at his departure at roughly 200 pounds.
A seasoned traveler, Andre had no 
pre-swim jitters, Quinn said.
Andre watchers can look for their 
favorite mammal anywhere from a few 
days from now up to two weeks. 
Unlike the rest of us, Andre has few 
deadlines to meet.
Birthday boy and buddies
Andre the seal and his friend Harry Goodridge rious gull listens in. Andre celebrated his birth-
discuss the ramifications of turning 21 while a cu- day Sunday. (Freedman photo)
Plain Common Sense
To the Editor:
In your issue of April 13, you closed your story about my 
friend Andre’s departure from Provincetown with the 
words, “It is unknown whether or not Andre is aware of the 
political nature of his swim.”
Hey, Andre is a seal — politics is not his department.
In fact, if you think about it, that’s exactly the point. I 
dedicated his swim to peace because I hope that he will be 
allowed to stay good and ignorant, unaware of the awful 
power of nuclear weapons.
These weapons threaten animals just as surely as they 
threaten the rest of us, but animals are not in a position to 
do much about it.
Andre can’t stop the nuclear arms race. People can. And 
people must. In my case, I guess you could say that being 
against nuclear weapons is part of taking good care of 
Andre.
It’s not political at all, it’s just plain common sense.
Harry Goodridge,
Rockport
It is a shame that such a fine word as “political” 
has fallen on hard times. Harry Goodridge takes issue 
with the suggestion in a news story we ran that Andre 
has become political when Harry dedicated his swim 
from Provincetown, Mass., to peace. The word has its 
origins in the Greek alluding to citizens. In English it 
has evolved from referring to the way citizens deter­
mined how they were to be ruled to the point where it 
is used almost exclusively in reference to government. 
In the story about Andre's swim, this newspaper gave 
it very proper usage because it referred to how citizens 
are trying to influence government action. In some mod­
ern dictionaries you will find only a rather negative 
definition of the word as it relates to government and in 
conversation it often is given a rather unsavory conno­
tation. This is regrettable because concerted action of 
citizens is the only way good government is created and 
functions.
1 
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pring's Here
MYSTIC, CONN. — Andre the Seal, Rock- 
art’s famous harbor resident will slip into 
i waters off Provincetown, Mass, between 
2-4 p.m. Tuesday, and begin his spring swim
north, to his home port.
Officials at the Mystic Marine Life Aquar­
ium confirmed Monday that Andre would 
be leaving his winter quarters by plane 
and would set out for his swim at high tide 
Tuesday. Harry Goodridge, Andre’s trainer, 
will be there and will patiently begin his 
watch for the seal to safely arrive back in 
Rockland Harbor.
According to Mrs. Goodridge, Andre’s 
pen is ready and waiting, and they feel con­
fident Andre will have a successful journey.
Just when to expect him, however, is a 
different matter.
One year, his journey from Marblehead, 
Mass, took two weeks, and Marblehead 
is 60 miles closer to Maine than Province- 
town. In other years, Andre has apparently 
been eager to return to the Rockport area, 
and has made the swim as swiftly as 65 hours.
— Andre's Heading Home
"It depends on his moods, his whims,” 
she said. “Maybe he’ll want to explore.”
For the past two winters, Andre has re­
mained both winter and summer in Maine, 
swimming free in the harbor.
This winter, however, he resided with 
other harbor and gray seals in the “New 
England” exhibit in Connecticut, feasting 
and becoming a bit social.
Julie Quinn, director of public affairs at 
the aquarium said Andre adapted well to 
his living quarters. There were no problems 
of Andre attempting to dominate the other 
male seals, she said, a problem aquarium 
officials believed could possibly have devel­
oped.
The aquarium would willingly have Andre 
as a tenant again, she added.
Throughout the winter, Andre had many 
visitors; “People are really interested in 
him,” she said. “He looks good, he is eating 
well,” she added.
Andre arrived in Connecticut in late fall, 
and Goodridge said for the first few weeks
the seal was being too well fed, and getting 
a bit too fat. The aquarium began restricting 
his food intake, and all was reported well, 
Mrs. Goodridge said. “He was well cared 
for.”
Andre will be flown from Mystic to Prov­
incetown, and transported from the air­
port to the harbor in his traveling cage, in 
a van. Watchers up and down the coast will 
attempt to spot Andre, as has become the 
habit in previous years. There is no wel­
coming party arranged, however. Since no 
one knows when Andre will put in his ap­
pearance, it would be difficult to organize a 
gathering, Mrs. Goodridge said. In past 
years, people have estimated when the seal 
would arrive, but each time were fooled.
One slight twist in this year’s swim back 
north is that Andre has entered the world 
of politics and will be swimming, accord­
ing to Goodridge, for world peace and nu­
clear disarmament. It is unknown whether 
or not Andre is aware of the political nature 
of his swim this year.
Why Andre Is Swimming For 
Peace
To the Editor:
Ever since it was announced that I 
was dedicating my friend Andre’s an­
nual swim to the cause of peace, people 
have been asking why we’ve gone 
“political.”
Well, we haven’t. We’re not con­
cerned much about the political world. 
I’m just sick of all this nonsense about 
who would survive a nuclear war, tired 
of hearing about how much of the 
population could be saved if we built 
up civil defense. Civil defense won’t do 
a damned thing for Andre.
The people who think nuclear 
weapons are OK, talk as though there 
were no ecosystem that supported all 
life, including human life. But even a 
so-called “limited” nuclear war could 
destroy the systems on which all 
animals, people, even plants depend.
Andre is swimming for peace 
because when you’re playing around 
with nuclear war, the stakes are just as 
high for animals as they are for us. Be­
ing against nuclear war isn’t political, 
it’s plain old common sense.
Harry Goodridge 
Rockport
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Town goes back to drawing board
Wharf users reject proposed fees
A rescheduled hearing on proposed user fees for The proposed fees heatedly discussed Monday included committee that included Stanley “Pidge” Carter, 
MacMillan Wharf drew almost 100 fishermen and party a 1.5-cent charge on every pound of fish unloaded at the harbormaster; Selectman Michael Coelho, who is a 
boat owners Monday to the Provincetown selectmen wharf by foreign vessels, plus a $l,000-a-year fee for an fisherman; Tom Conklin, assistant to the town manager; 
meeting, forcing the board to move to the upstairs offloading permit for all foreign boats. Mark Forest, funding coordinator; and Richard “Nick”
auditorium to accommodate the crowd. Local boats, defined as those owned by residents of Nickerson, town building inspector.
After several hours of discussion, the proposed fees Provincetown and Truro, would be charged a half-cent for Fishermen complained that fees proposed were 
were rejected and it was decided that town officials will go every pound of fish unloaded at the pier, and would be excessive, and pointed out that the town-owned pier offers 
back to the drawing board to devise new proposals that charged a yearly permit fee of $100. them little in the way of services.
will be better accepted by wharf users. A new public In addition, the fee schedule proposed a $5,000 yearly “You expect us to pay an enormous sum, but I say you 
hearing will be scheduled when revised user fees are rent fee for the 10 float spaces at the wharf. should come up with a reasonable fee when you have some
proposed. The suggested fees were recommended by an ad hoc (Continued to Page 40)
Andre the seal
Harbor seal begins 230-mile swim
By Judith Feldstein
Wintry winds and the threat of rain did not deter Andre, 
a 21-year-old harbor seal, who plunged into Provincetown 
Harbor Tuesday when his friend and trainer, Harry 
Goodridge, commanded, “Go home, Andre.”
Home is Rockport, Maine.
About 50 spectators gathered around as Goodridge 
released Andre at the harbor beach next to Fisherman’s 
Wharf, where the seal began a long swim-a-thon 
dedicated to peace and a nuclear weapons freeze.
Judging from past experience, the swim could take the 
seal anywhere from two days to t™;j«geks. Rockport is 230 
miles from Provincetown. :
For the past seven years the famous seal has been 
released in Marblehead after spending the winter at the 
New England Aquarium in Boston. Each.year he finds his 
way home to Rockport Harbor in Maine’s Penobscot Bay.
This year Andre spent the winter at the Mystic 
Aquarium in Connecticut and was released in 
Provincetown.
The seal was flown from Connecticut to the 
Provincetown Airport shortly after 1 p.m. Tuesday and 
was met by a crowd of friends and admirers. Andre was 
then driven to his launching spot accompanied by his 
entourage of friends.
Tuesday’s launching marks two firsts for Andre and
Goodridge. It is the first time the seal has been released 
from Provincetown and the first time that he has 
represented a cause.
The group, Maine People Concerned, asked Goodridge 
(and Andre) to dedicate the swim to the nuclear arms 
freeze cause. Jasch Hamilton, a member of the group who 
came to Provincetown from Rockport with Goodridge and 
about 15 others, said the idea is to use Andre as a 
“communications vehicle” to make people aware of the 
danger of nuclear war.
“There is no civil defense for an animal,” said 
Hamilton, who was wearing an “Andre Swims for Peace”
(Continued to Page 40)
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Wharf users reject fees
(Continued from Page 1)
improvements at the wharf,” said Bernard “Sonny” 
Roderick, owner of the fishing boat Shirley & Roland.
“Why should we pay when we have to tie up five or six 
boats off the wharf and when we can go to George Colley’s 
old pier and pay nothing?” Roderick asked.
Town Manager William McNulty said he is awaiting an 
opinion from town counsel on whether boats landing fish 
at Colley’s Seafood Packers pier would be exempt from 
paying a town-imposed levy.
“We do believe a municipality can levy a fee on all 
landings” of fish, McNulty said. But he said he is waiting 
for a legal opinion about this.
Fishermen seemed to agree that any fee imposed on 
them should not be based on the amount of fish they 
unload, but rather, a fixed fee or one based on the length 
of their boats.
A fee on every pound landed at the pier could ‘ ‘greatly 
hinder the Provincetown fleet,” said Coelho, owner and 
captain of the Michael & Amy.
“I think the way to go is a fixed fee per boat or to even 
look into footage, but fishermen already have said a 
poundage fee would kill them,” he said.
McNulty, who said he welcomes any suggestions on new 
fee proposals, suggested that a fixed fee on boats could be 
set at $2,000 to $3,000-not the $10,000 to $15,000 
fisherman claimed a tonnage fee could cost them.
The fee schedule, first released in February, is the 
town’s attempt to come up with a way of making the wharf 
self-sustaining.
Citizens have complained for years that the wharf does 
not pay for itself.
Town meeting voters have repeatedly voted in favor of 
the wharf supporting itself, McNulty said.
It cost taxpayers $40,826 to operate the wharf last year, 
and this year’s operating cost is projected at $54,270, 
McNulty said. The increase reflects the added cost of 
providing a harbormaster around-the-clock at the wharf in 
accordance with a probate court judge’s order.
While the operating cost is projected at more than 
$54,000, the town will earn only $46,476 this year from 
wharf users. This figure includes rental payments from the 
two fish packing industries on the wharf, water charges, 
float fees and rent for docking space for the Boston boat.
Projected figures indicate that Provincetown will have a 
staggering operating cost of almost $801,000 for the wharf
by 1984, with wharf revenue far behind at $123,000.
“There is no question that user fees must be derived 
from the wharf,” said McNulty. “Town meetings have 
demanded it for a number of years, the town’s ability to 
repair and maintain the wharf requires it, and, under 
Proposition 2‘/2, the financial soundness of the town 
requires income from the wharf. The problem is how to 
levy fees that are reasonable and fair and still meet the 
income needs of the town.”
Susan Avellar, captain of the Hindu sailing yacht, said 
she could probably pay the proposed $5,000 fee for rental 
of float space at the wharf, but questioned if other float 
owners could do so.
Other towns on the Cape charge nowhere near that high 
a fee, she said. “I can probably operate on that fee, 
although it will be hard, but some won’t be able to and I 
think it’s very unfair to them.”
Nickerson, after the meeting, said he suggested the 
$5,000 float rental fee after considering that shops on 
Commercial Street are renting for as high as $25,000 for 
the season.
“I looked at the float space and said, ‘What would be a 
reasonable rent for that spade,’ and came up with that 
figure,” he said.
An alternative to the float rental fee might be a levy on 
each passenger on the party boats, Selectman Geroge 
Bryant suggested.
But if such a levy is imposed, it should be imposed on 
airline, bus and taxi customers too, party-boat owners 
said.
Float owners now pay a yearly fee of $500 for space at 
the wharf, plus a fee based on the length of their vessel.
Kiana Burns, an owner of the schooner Olad, pointed 
out the Boston boat's lease was recently negotiated with 
an eight-percent rent increase for each of the three years 
of the lease. A similar increase in the fees now paid by 
float owners would “be fair and wouldn’t put anyone out 
of business, at least not right away,” she said.
An eight-percent rent increase “is one way to approach 
it,” McNulty agreed. “What I’m striving for is not to 
make a profit but to cover the maintenance of the wharf. 
How to fairly allocate the costs, I don’t know.”
Pointing out he appreciated the input from the 
audience, McNulty said, “What I’d like to do is go back to 
the drawing board and see if we can come up with a more 
acceptable way” to make the wharf pay for itself.
Andre the seal begins 230-mile 
swim for peace
(Continued from Page 1)
'T-shirt. The group is selling the shirts at the Provincetown 
Chamber of Commerce.
“Andre and I have never gotten involved in causes 
before,” said Goodridge. “We’re not much concerned 
about the political world. But I’m sick of all this nonsense 
of who would survive a nuclear war.
“Government civil defense plans make no provision for 
any animals, wild or domestic,” Goodridge said. “I’ve 
been with Andre for 21 years and I know how many friends 
he has. Well, if they really care about Andre, they’d better 
start working for peace, because he’s a target, just like 
they are, when it comes to nuclear war.” ?
The spotted harbor seal gained a few pounds this 
winter, and now weighs in at a hefty 236 pounds. It’s no 
wonder. Julie Quinn of the Mystic Aquarium said Andre 
, ate eight to 10 pounds of herring and mackerel every day.
“A lot of people came to the aquarium and asked to see 
Andre,” Quinn said.
Andre is indeed a star. He was unaffected by those who
FIRST CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS TOP RATED FOR 24 YEARS IN TOWN
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crowded him as he wandered into the icy water of 
Provincetown Harbor. The subject of a book, Andre was 
featured once on the television show, “Real People.” The 
seal, obviously accustomed to the attention, was oblivious 
to the clicking of cameras and farewell shouts Tuesday.
By the time Andre reaches Rockport, he should be ready 
to give up the high seas and take refuge in the pen that 
Goodridge has for him.
Lew Dietz, a neighbor of Andre’s and Goodridge’s in 
Rockport, wrote the book “A Seal Called Andre.” Dietz is 
sure that Andre likes the pen. It’s the first thing he looks 
for when he gets home, Dietz said.
“He swims right in,” said the seal’s biographer.
Goodridge was pleased with the harbor beach as a 
launching site for Andre. “I think he’s been here before, 
but I never brought him,” the trainer joked.
Goodridge and his contingent left Provincetown for 
Maine late Tuesday. Goodridge will start watching for 
Andre as soon as he arrives back in Rockport.
Andre did appear a bit reluctant to begin the 230-mile 
swim Tuesday. Within 10 minutes of his release he swam 
back near shore, looking at his trainer with eyes that 
seemed to say, “Do I have to?”
But Goodridge was not surprised. He said Andre always 
plays around for a while before he swims out to sea.
“He has an instinct like a homing pigeon,” Goodridge 
jsaid, beaming like a proud parent. He said Andre’s 
shortest trip from Marblehead was 65 hours, but once the 
seal stretched the journey to a two-week vacation.
However, Goodridge inevitably receives several phone 
calls during Andre’s long swim north to tell the trainer 
about the seal’s progress. Fishermen and other boaters, 
by now familiar with this springtime event, are always 
anxious to report to Goodridge about the seal’s 
whereabouts.
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Andre Ends Watery Trek After 140 Hours
cioKnaor qnn miioc in tdfi hnnrs from Provincetown, swimming for world peace this year. ditionally, he has been releasby Natalie Slefingcr
Camden Area Bureau 
ROCKPORT — Andre the Seal is home. 
After a near record breaking swim of nearly
300 miles in 140 hours from Provincetown, 
Mass., Andre arrived in Rockport at 9:30 
Monday morning. His arrival coincides with 
Patriots’ Day and ironically, Andre was
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swimming for world peace this year 
Rockport’s most famous harbor resident
basked in the sun on the platform of his pen, 
occasionally snorting and generally show­
ing delight in all the attention he was receiv­
ing, especially from his trainer and friend, 
Harry Goodridge. Other Andre fans were 
also watching the seal, exclaiming about 
his fast appearance.
“He went crazy when he saw my truck,” 
Goodridge reported. “He came whooshing 
right in.’’
Upon learning his seal was home, Good­
ridge thawed out some alewives, and rushed 
down to feed Andre his first Maine meal 
since November. Andre spent the winter at 
the Mystic Aquarium in Connecticut, his 
first winter in captivity in two years.
Andre slipped into the waters off Province- 
town, Mass., Tuesday at 1:30 p.m., and after 
lollygagging around Sandwich, Mass, for a 
day and a half, he was off — via Rockport, 
Mass. “He went straight to Rockport, Mass.
1 guess he got Maine and Massachusetts 
mixed up,” Goodridge said. “I guess he had 
the wrong zip code.” Andre spent Saturday 
morning in the wrong town.
Goodridge estimates that Andrew made 
the swim at a pace of two and eight-tenths 
miles an hour, a fairly fast pace for the 
heavy seal. The distance was more than 
260 miles. He had to swim more than 60 
miles further this year than in others — tra-
ditionally, he has been released from Marble­
head, Mass. The swim, Goodridge said, 
seemed to have been a good one. “He’s in 
excellent health!” There were no scratches 
or bites on Andre this year, as have been 
found in the past. Evidently Andre did not 
engage in any territorial fights with other 
seals as he swam, intent on making Rock­
port in good time. He may also have lost 
weight on the journey. Goodridge said that 
when Andre was released by the Mystic 
Aquarium staff, he weighed in at 236 pounds,
31 more than at his arrival.
Goodridge thinks the seal looks slimmer 
though, than when he was released. Weigh­
ing the seal is no easy matter, so a weight 
won’t be determined for awhile.
Bill Gribbel, a veteran harbor watcher, 
reportedly gave the first seal sighting. Good­
ridge was on his way to the harbor anyway, 
he said, anxious that it had taken so long 
for Andre to appear.
“I had no trouble getting him into the 
pen. He went right in twice,” Goodridge 
said.
Andre is allowed out of his pen on occasion 
and has been known to swim free in Rock­
port and Rockland harbors, occasionally 
swamping boats as he clambers in for sun-
Andre is a 21-year-old, and has been with 
Goodridge from two days old. Goodridge 
adopted the seal on May 18,1961, andI he 
believes Andre was about two days old then, 
abandoned by his mother.
Seals live to be 40 or more years old.
Goodridge has taught Andre tricks and 
he and the seal present daily performances 
at 4 p m. feeding times. Andre is a tourist 
allraclion to to ton. and the tockpor 
Harbor area was busy Monday' m®^dge
■ord of Andre’s return spread. Goodridge 
expects to present performances again
th?hise year, Andre has the benefit of being 
licensed by the U. S. Department of Agri­
culture a requirement Goodridge was re­
actant’to meet. The federal agency must 
aeree the pen is large enough and that Andie 
i/fed well. Since Andre is considered to be a 
show animal, the licensing was required.
Andre to swim for peace
Lends seal of approval' 
to nuclear arms freeze
By KAREN JEFFREY 
Staff Writer
PROVINCETOWN — The call for 
an immediate freeze on nuclear 
weapons development has been en­
dorsed by another famous New 
Englander.
But this time the endorsement 
comes in the form of a 220-pound har­
bor seal who is scheduled to begin a 
230-mile “swim for peace” from Pro­
vincetown Harbor at 1 p.m. tomor­
row.
Andre The Seal, in recent years one 
of Maine’s most publicized natives, 
will lend his name to his home state’s 
growing nuclear arms freeze move­
ment.
Harry Goodridge, Andre's trainer, 
says he can't remember the names of 
the individuals who approached him 
after his hometown of Rockport and 
other Maine communities endorsed 
the freeze at annual town meetings, 
and asked to use the seal’s name at 
fund-raisers.
But as far as Harry and his pal An­
dre are concerned it’s a simple mat­
ter.
“They’re for peace, and Andre and 
I are for peace. That’s all that counts. 
Andre doesn’t want to see a nuclear 
confrontation any more than the rest 
of us,” he says.
Andre will be flown to Pro­
vincetown tomorrow morning from 
the Mystic Marine Life Aquarium, in 
Mystic Conn, where he spent the 
winter.
Andre has been the focus of atten­
tion in years past because of his uner­
ring ability to find his way back to his 
home in Rockport Harbor in Maine’s 
Penobscot Bay after winters spent at 
the New England Aquarium in 
Boston.
“I always want to give him the 
chance to take his freedom and go,” 
says Goodridge.” But no matter 
where we release him, he always 
comes back here for the summer. ’ ’
Goodridge, a former commercial 
diver, found Andre in Rockport Har­
bor when the seal was a two-day-old 
pup. <
ANDRE
He says he was looking for a young 
seal to train to accompany him while 
he worked underwater.
“I had three seals before Andre, 
but never one quite like him,” 
Goodridge says.
Andre began spending winters in 
aquariums when Goodridge feared 
that Maine’s winters would prove too
(Continued on Page 9)
. .. Andre swims
(Continued from Page 1) 
harsh for the seal.
He spent this winter in Mystic as part of a New England 
marine life exhibit.
For two previous years Andre had been released for his 
annual spring swim from Marblehead Harbor near 
Boston.
But this year, after a winter in Connecticut, he will 
begin his swim from Provincetown.
“I figured that would give him his quickest shot 
straight to Maine, if that’s where he decides to go,” 
Goodridge says. “I always want him to have the choice.”
Goodridge says during Andre’s annual swims he 
sometimes gets calls from fishermen and the Coast 
Guard.
“They find Andre up sleeping on a buoy or in their 
boats and don’t know how to get rid of him,” he says. “I 
tell them just to shake an oar at him, this will usually get 
him to move.”
Goodridge says he has no idea how long it will take the 
seal to swim from Provincetown to Rockport.
“Marblehead is about 170 miles from home,” he says. 
“The longest it ever took him was two weeks. The 
shortest time was 65 hours.”
Goodridge expects “a good crowd” to show up at Pro­
vincetown Harbor Tuesday.
“People seem to get a real kick out of watching Andre. 
He’s a real character, that one.”
Council plans awards dinner
i Andre The Seal 
Warns Against War
ROCKPORT — Andre popped out of his un­
derwater pen Saturday to bring people a 
message from the sea warning of the 
dangers of nuclear war. Andre, making his 
debut as a political activist, spoke through 
interpreter and friend' Harry Goodridge.
The occasion was a press conference con­
ducted by Andre, Goodridge and Leslie Land, 
of Maine People Concerned. Andre’s 300-mile 
journey from Provincetown, Mass, to Rock­
port was his first for a cause. This year, 
Andre swam for peace.
Nuclear proliferation got a raspberry from 
Andre. He nodded in agreement that he’s 
afraid of what’s happening in the arms race 
and he fears for his friends, the animals in 
the sea. Goodridge said, “He’s sad, and so 
am I.’’ When asked how he feels about the 
building of nuclear weapons, Andre took ref­
uge in his pen.
After answering questions and perform­
ing tricks for the spectators that lined the 
wharf, Andre was released from his pen 
into the harbor to bring back a message 
from “King Neptune,” actually a diver who’s 
location was revealed by a barking dog. The 
message, read by Goodridge’s 14-year-old 
granddaughter, Jill Goodridge, “Andre’s 
niece,” was written “by people for people” 
to speak for the animals of the sea who 
couldn’t speak our language. The note bid 
people to be careful and requested everyone 
“remember the animals.”
overnor Stresses Jobs, Human Services
Susan Ezequelle
Addressing himself to the problems 
of unemployment, Governor Joseph 
Brennan told the Camden Rotary Club 
"uesday, “Jobs do more to solve prob- 
pms than any social program.”
True to his campaign words, Bren- 
tn said, his administration has 
eated more jobs — enough to bring
Governor Brennan cleans up after feeding Andre the seal a fishy lunch in 
Rockport on Tuesday. Brennan, also hoping to clean up on the upcoming 
election, made amends to Andre for criticizing the seal. Brennan had com­
plained that the seal was getting more publicity than the Governor. If you 
can’t beat ’im, join ’im! Susan Ezequelle
the state’s unemployment rate to “less 
than the national average.”
Remembering how many of his 
fellow college graduates were forced to 
seek employment out of the state after 
graduation, Brennan said he “hopes 
that never again will Maine people 
have to leave for Massachusetts or New 
Hampshire for jobs.”
Quoting the Wall Street Journal,
Brennan emphasized that under his ad­
ministration, “Maine’s economy is 
turning around.”
“Can a Democrat run the govern­
ment in a responsible way?” Brennan 
asked rhetorically. “The state’s bond 
rating has been upgraded. The state of 
Maine is a better financial risk today 
than it ever was.”
Human Services
“Social justice, for children, the 
elderly, and the handicapped — that’s 
what my administration is about,” 
Brennan told his audience.
Regarding the New Federalism, 
Brennan said he would like to see the 
President succeed.
“But it should be analyzed,” Bren­
nan said. “This state is making prog­
ress. But Maine is still in the bottom 
third of the nation in per capita in­
come. It shouldn’t make any difference 
for the old, the poor, and the disabled 
what state they live in. They should not 
be denied the minimum quality of 
life.”
Under his administration, Brennan 
said, there has been a strong commit­
ment to human services. The elderly, 
for example, have been permitted to 
stay at home and receive care under his 
programs.
Despite accusations of fraud in the 
Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children program, Brennan said “as 
far as I’m concerned, most of that 
money is going to the children. This is 
not only humane, it’s economic. If we 
don’t pay it now, we’ll pay it later in 
institutional costs.”
Acid Rain
A local resident questioned Brennan 
as to what is being done about the acid 
rain problem.
“My well was just tested, and the 
water shows a high acid content,” said 
the resident.
Brennan cited the recent Governors’ 
Conference where, he said, he urged 
that action be Taken to put pressure on 
the Midwestei.'i utilities to clean up 
their operations,.
“It’s like dumping garbage on your 
neighbor’s lawn to get cheaper elec­
tricity,” Brennan said.
MJ so '
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Andre politely waits his turn and accepts a tidbit of fresh fish from Mike 
Johnson. The famous seal is enjoying his winter vacation at the Mystic 
Marinelife Aquarium. (Photo by Peck)
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In April Andre May 
Swim Back to Maine
(Continued from Page 3)
Some people are worried about 
whether Andre will be able to find 
his way home, but Goodridge feels 
he can do it. “I’ll be worried sick,” 
he said, “but I’m willing to bet he’ll 
come home.”
Harry has been down to check on 
Andre periodically during he stay at 
Mystic.
The friendship between Andre 
and Harry Goodridge has endured 
for 20 years. Harry, now a retired 
tree surgeon, found Andre as a 19- 
pound pup, alone and apparently or­
phaned in Penobscot Bay in May 
1961. Andre now weighs about 200 
pounds and is four and a half feet 
long.
Twice before Harry had tried to 
befriend harbor seals. One pup be­
came ill and died. Another was de­
voured by a great white shark, 
which Goodridge later hunted and 
killed.
Each summer for the last two 
decades, Andre has leaped and 
wriggled his way through a dozen 
routines for the entertainment of 
tourists and residents of Rockport. 
He performs tricks that Harry 
taught him in a large wire and wood 
cage anchored about 150 feet off­
shore in Rockport Harbor. The seal 
performs a number of routines on 
cue, such as jumping through a 
hoop and towing a dingy by a line. 
For his contribution to the tourist 
business in Rockport, the town has 
made Andre honorary harbor mas­
ter.
In the winter when the harbor 
freezes, the cage must be removed 
from the water and for years Andre
was allowed to swim free. But in 
1973, Harry decided his friend 
would be safer in the New England 
Aquarium in Boston. Andre spent 
six winters there, swimming back 
to Rockport each spring with much 
publicity.
Too Playful
During the winters of 1980 and 
1981 Goodridge decided to let Andre 
spend the winter again in the open 
sea. But things didn’t work out too 
well because of Andre’s play­
fulness. He would grab rowers’ oars 
and startle unsuspecting scuba di­
vers. He liked to jump into moored 
skiffs for naps, sometimes swamp­
ing the boats. Goodridge said some 
fishermen threatened to shoot the 
seal if he continued such antics.
So Harry reluctantly decided 
Andre must again spend winters in 
an aquarium. He had read about 
Mystic’s unusual outdoor Seal Is­
land complex, now five years old, 
and decided this might be the ideal 
place for Andre. He looked the 
place over one day last spring and 
liked what he saw. Aquarium offi­
cials were enthusiastic about hav­
ing the celebrity seal as a boarder. 
Andre’s exemplary behavior has 
made him a most welcome guest.
Ideal Time to Visit
Wintertime is an ideal time to 
visit the Mystic Marinelife Aqua­
rium, as the attendance is light, in 
contrast to the crowds that pack the 
place in the summer, and you can 
take your time studying the exhib­
its. After meeting Andre and his 
seal friends and talking for a while 
with the people who take care of 
them, I spent a couple of hours ex-
Harry Goodridge visits his old buddy Andre at Mystic and, naturally, feeds 
him a fish. In April Andre will swim back to Maine to join his friend Harry for 
the spring, summer and fall months. (Mystic Marinelife Aquarium photo)
amining the more than 30 exhibits 
in the darkened aquarium, featur­
ing more than 2,000 marine speci­
mens. Among the more interesting 
creatures were a large octopus, 
sharks, jawfish, and a flashing fish 
that glows in the dark.
Every hour there is a show in the 
Marine Theater. Performers in­
clude Alex, a one-ton Belukha 
whale; Skipper, a juggling sea lion; 
and three dolphins that spin in the 
air, fall with a great splash, walk on 
water, and demonstrate dolphin 
talk.
They’re talented, but they will 
never be as famous as Andre, the 
harbor seal who leads a double life 
and is equally at home at sea or on
exhibit.
The Mystic Marinelife 
Aquarium is just off Rte. I-
D. Clarkson Ltd.'s Table Linen Factory Store
The Values 
Are 
Worth
The Trip!
Save Up To
50% OFF
Retail Prices 
at our Factory Store
Placemats • Napkins
Mon.-Sat. 10-5 
^^^Exit63offb95
WHEN YOU
95 at Exit 90. For further in­
formation about the aqua­
rium, call (203) 536-3323.
Be Sure 
To Visit 
Pepperidge 
Farm’s
Factory Store
• Tablecloths • 
Custom sizes
• |ohn St. Ext., Clinton • 669-5975 
onto Rt. 81, right on Rt. 1, right after 1 block
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--------------------------------------Famous Seal Andre ■
Enjoying a Connecticut Winter
By DAVID T. PECK
Andre the Seal seems to be 
throughly enjoying his winter in 
Connecticut.
Most people would prefer to head 
south to warmer climates in Flor­
ida or the Bahamas. But this 20- 
year-old harbor seal has spent the 
last two winters in the open sea off 
Rockport, Maine. So sharing a pool 
with other seals at the Mystic Ma­
rinelife Aquarium seems like para­
dise to him.
Andre is the celebrity seal who 
has made newspaper headlines for 
years by his performances for sum­
mer tourists at Rockport and his 
long swims every spring from Mar­
blehead, Mass., to Rockport, a dis­
tance of about 180 miles. These 
swims were made for six years af­
ter he had wintered at the New Eng­
land Aquarium in Boston.
Plans Longer Swim This Year
Next April, Andre may attempt
to swim all the way from Mystic to 
Rockport. This swim up the coast 
and around Cape Cod will be about 
450 miles.
Andre has appeared on national 
television shows and has been the 
subject of books, one for adults by 
his owner Harry Goodridge (with 
the help of a friend) and another 
book for children. The seal receives 
letters from all over the world and 
there is an Andre Fan Club based in 
Kansas.
“Andre is the most popular pin­
niped (winged footed animal) in the 
world,” says Julie Quinn, public af­
fairs director for the Mystic aqua­
rium. “Naturally we’re very 
pleased to have him with us for a 
while. He's adjusting very well to 
his new environment and getting 
along fine with the other harbor 
seals.”
The day I visited Mystic Marine- 
life Aquarium recently, I watched
Andre and his friends being fed at 10 
a.m. Their diet was strictly fish. 
There was plenty for all and the 
seals waited their turn without 
squabbling.
As all seals look pretty much 
alike to me, 1 had to keep asking 
Mike Johnson, the aquarist who 
was doing the feeding that morning, 
to point out which one was Andre.
Mike has spent quite a bit of time 
with Andre and occasionally gets 
him to perform a few tricks, such 
as twirling in a circle or playing 
dead when Mike pretends to shoot 
him. But because he is kept with the 
other harbor seals, no effort is 
made to get Andre to entertain vis­
itors.
No Work on Vacation
“Andre is here for his winter va­
cation,” explained Julie, “and we 
don’t think he should be asked to 
perform while he is here.”
Because he has had the opportun­
Although he is used to the open sea, Andre 
finds the warmer water at the Aquarium’s Seal 
Island complex quite relaxing.
(Mystic Marinelife Aquarium Photo)
ity to swim free in the open sea part 
of the year, Andre is bigger and 
stronger than the other harbor seals 
at Mystic who have lived at the 
aquarium since they were pups. But 
he is a good-natured and gentle 
creature and has never tried to push 
the others around, according to 
Mike.
Among Andre’s new harbor seal 
companions in the New England 
Coast section of the aquarium’s 
Seal Island complex are Squinty, 
Nicky, Susie and Danny. If they 
have read Andre’s press notices, 
they show no sign of it, And Andre is 
not at all aloof. He gets along fine 
with Nicky, long the leader of the 
harbor seals. The New England sec­
tion has eight harbor seals and sev­
eral larger gray seals.
A Grand Welcome
Andre had quite a few people 
come to see him the first week after 
his arrival at the aquarium Nov. 9 
when he received a well-publicized 
welcome, with Stonington First Se­
lectman James Spellman, Mystic 
Chamber of Commerce President
Joyce Regan, and other local and 
state officials on hand.
Since then Andre has received 
less attention, as attendance is light 
during the winter season at the Ma­
rinelife Aquarium, except for occa­
sional groups of school children. 
But Andre doesn't seem to care 
whether he has a lot of visitors or 
not.
Accompanied by Harry Good­
ridge, the famous seal was flown to 
Groton by plane from Owl’s Head, 
Maine. In his wood and wire carry­
ing case, Andre was transported by 
van to the aquarium.
Andre is sure to be in the head­
lines again in early April when he 
will be set free in Long Island 
Sound. Harry Goodridge will be the 
one to release him because he 
wants to be the last man Andre 
sees. He will urge the 20-year-old 
seal to “go on home,” and will then 
return to Rockport to wait. He ex­
pects it will take Andre about a 
month to make the 450 mile trip up 
the coast.
(Continued on Page 9)
“ll-C-17”
Andre —
by Rebecca Wassell
To his friends, he’s still Andre 
the Seal. But to the government, 
he’s now known as “ll-C-17.” 
And that’s official.
Harry Goodridge, trainer and 
friend of the 20-year-old world- 
famous seal, has finally done it. 
Last week, under what he called 
“heavy pressure” from Washing­
ton D.C., Goodridge handed over 
$5 for a registered exhibitor’s 
license for Andre. Goodridge has 
been fighting the regulation for 
years.
“The Counsul General called 
from Washington,” Goodridge 
said Tuesday from his Rockport 
home. “And that’s about as high 
as you can get. He said if I didn’t 
take out a license the Department 
(of Agriculture) would have to file 
a complaint.”
Enough was enough. Goodridge 
paid the money and became, for 
the record, a registered exhibitor. 
And Andre, ipso facto, became an 
exhibit.
While the license is required 
under the Animal Welfare Act, 
Goodridge sees the issue less as a 
matter of welfare and more as a 
matter of interference.
“They’ll inspect us four times a
Licensed
year,” Goodridge said. “They’ll 
check the temperature of his pen, 
the types of fish I feed him — all 
kinds of bull. They even want 
changes in his pen.”
Andre is spending tr * at
Mystic Marine Life Aquarium in 
Connecticut. But summers are 
spent in Rockport in a pen design­
ed by Goodridge and his son. 
Because of wear and tear, Andre is 
on his third pen.
“They say he needs shade over
At Last
the deck where he suns himself,” 
Goodridge continued. “How can 
he sun himself if he’s shaded? I 
asked about the wild seals in the 
bay. Do they need shades too? 
But,” Goodridge added with 
resignation, “it’s the law.”
Nobody is sure what Andre 
thinks about his becoming a 
government number. Goodridge 
said he saw Andre just before 
Christmas, and the seal was in fine 
shape.
“Andre sent me a Christmas 
card,” Goodridge said. “It read, ‘I 
like this camp you sent me to, but a 
gray seal next to me snores at night 
and I can’t sleep.’ ”
Goodridge will visit his seal 
again at the end of this month if he 
can find a way to travel the five- 
hour trip to Mystic.
In April, Andre will, no doubt, 
receive a farewell party before his 
departure from Mystic. He will be 
taken to the ocean where he’ll 
begin his swim back to Rockport.
Back in the harbor, Andre and 
Goodridge will be a registered 
team at last. During his perform­
ances at dinner time, Andre will be 
under compliance with the law.
“1 just have a pet that I feed,” 
Goodridge said. “If people want 
to watch, that’s great.”
Marble Statue of Andre the Seal Overlooks Bay of Rockport, Maine
Seal Returns Community's Love
By CARMEN E. TRISLER
Andre is a very special seal.
Not only is he the only seal to 
be designated as assistant har- 
bormaster of Rockport, 
Maine, he is probably the only 
one to have a statue erected in 
his honor.
He was just a three-day-old 
pup when Harry Goodridge 
found him on Robinson Rock 
in the Penobscot Bay. He was 
apparently an orphan, so 
Harry took him home to live 
with his family until he was 
able to be released again.
Andre was fed milk and 
emulsified fish when he was a 
baby but soon graduated to 
whole fish.
GOODRIDGE, the harbor­
master of Rockport, even­
tually released Andre in the 
harbor to fend for himself, and 
return to the rocky ledges that 
seals love. But Andre had no 
intention of returning to the 
sea. He hunted for fish and fed 
himself but hung around for 
the company.
“Andre adopted us,” said 
Goodridge. “We didn’t adopt 
him.”
And so he continued to live 
in the Goodridge house and in 
the harbor.
Every small town has its 
characters, and Andre soon 
qualified for this title in Rock­
port.
As more and more people 
heard about Andre and came 
to see him, he was placed in a 
floating cage in the harbor for 
his own protection. He began 
performing each evening at 
feeding time as tourists and 
townspeople alike gathered 
on the shore. He became such 
a celebrity that Rockport 
named him honorary harbor­
master.
FINALLY, the people of 
Rockport, all of whom are per- 
sonal friends of Andre, 
erected a statue to honor him.
The marble seal, with its 
quizzical face, lies in a land­
scaped park at the public 
wharf, a tribute to the seal that 
made the town famous.
While the real seal cavorts 
around in his floating cage in 
the harbor, the marble seal
watches the bay and all in­
coming boats. He lies silently 
overlooking the harbor that 
has become his home, a sym­
bol of friendship and trust 
between man and animal.
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Andre to wing it on first leg of return trip to Rockport
MYSTIC - When Andre the famed 
harbor seal sets off for home next 
month, he will be flying, not swim­
ming, for the first leg of the journey.
It will be the 20-year-old’s eighth 
spring swim back north to Rockport, 
Maine, but in the past he has depart­
ed from Marblehead, Mass., after 
wintering at the New England 
Aquarium in Boston. This winter 
was Andre’s first at the Mystic Mari- 
• nelife Aquarium. Were he to swim 
the entire stretch from here, it would 
add a good 150 miles or more to his
voyage.
Mystic
Not that Andre can’t make it, in­
sists Harry Goodridge, the 205- 
pound seal’s friend and trainer.
“I’m sure he could handle it just 
fine, except for the human ele­
ment,” he said Tuesday in a tele­
phone interview from his Rockport 
home. “He’d have to swim past Fall 
River and New Bedford and all those 
towns, and they don’t know him 
down there. If he happened to swim 
by a fisherman’s boat and started 
fooling around, as he does, well, they 
might shoot him, I don’t know.”
Andre will be flown from here by 
commercial airline to Province- 
town, Mass., April 13. As it is, his 
trip from there will be about 230
miles — 60 miles longer than the 
voyage he usually takes.
Goodridge said Andre’s journey 
from Marblehead has taken any­
where from 65 days to two weeks, 
and the seal’s trainer wouldn’t spec­
ulate as to how long this trip will 
take.
“I’ve asked him, but he won’t tell 
me," Goodridge quipped.
The retired tree surgeon, who 
found the orphaned seal 20 years ago
and adopted him, said he misses An­
dre terribly — even though his pet 
can be a nuisance at times.
Andre was flown here Nov. 9 in a 
plane donated for the occasion by 
the Robertson Paper Box Co. of 
Montville.
A spokeswoman for the local 
aquarium, which is paying for An­
dre’s flight to Cape Cod, said the 
April 13 departure date is tentative, 
depending on weather conditions.
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PEOPLE & PLACES
BY MARGO MILLER
When Andre the Seal splashes Into the ocean at Provincetown on 
April 13 to begin the 230-mile trip to his summer home in Rockport, 
Maine, the 20-year-old coastal commuter will be "swimming for peace." 
Rockport and several Maine communities had voted at recent town meet­
ings to approve a nuclear weapons freeze and “one of the people heading 
up the movement came to me and asked if they could use Andre’s name to 
raise funds,” said Harry Goodridge, Andre’s trainer since the harbor 
seal was a pup. “1 don’t want a nuclear confrontation,” he said, and 
“neither does Andre."
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Andre takes plunge 
into political waters
Now Andre, Maine’s celebrity 
seal, is getting into politics.
Trainer Harry Goodridge says 
the 20-year-old harbor seal will be 
“swimming for peace’’ when he 
leaves Provincetown, Mass., on 
April 13 for a 230-mile trek to 
Rockport, his summer home.
According to Goodridge, Andre’s 
self-proclaimed interpreter, the 
famous seal will be promoting the 
grassroots movement which calls 
for an international freeze on the 
development, production and 
deployment of nuclear weapons.
Although he’s a rather ordinary 
seal in some respects, Andre 
enjoys a somewhat special status. 
He is the honorary harbormaster of 
Rockport and a favorite of tourists. 
His activities have become media 
events. His influence, therefore, 
presumably is considerable.
Goodridge seems convinced that 
the White House and the Kremlin 
cannot ignore a seal of Andre’s 
stature, that reasonable people 
everywhere will rally behind him.
Whatever his talents. Andre can’t 
actually speak, of course. That 
leaves Goodridge to speak for him, 
an arrangement his trainer seems 
perfectly happy with. But is Andre 
satisfied? Is he convinced that the 
resolution is a practical approach 
to the problem? And is he willing to 
trust the Soviet Union to abide by 
the terms of any such agreement?
If Andre could speak for himself, 
some suspect, he might also be 
inclined to cry out against the 
annual slaughter of baby seals, 
defenseless creatures who are
Andre and Harry Goodridge
clubbed to death so that society 
matrons can buy fashionable coats.
Andre also might be expected to 
have strong sentiments about the 
dangers of drilling for oil and 
natural gas in the rich fishing 
grounds of Georges Bank.
Perhaps Andre would voice his 
resentment of the pollution of his 
natural environment. There’s a 
historical justification for that in 
the campaigns of Smoky the Bear.
All in all, however, Andre seems 
best suited to being a seal, not a 
politician. He has the fins and the 
taste for fish for the former role, 
and Goodridge would be well 
advised not to recast him. After all, 
how many tourists come to Maine 
to see Edmund S. Muskie?
UPI photo
Taking off from Provincetown, Andre has 200-mile swim to Rockport, Maine.
Andre ‘swims for peace’
PROVINCETOWN, Mass. (UPI) - For
the first time in the 13 years he’s been at it, 
Andre the seal isn’t making his annual 200- 
mile trek up the New England coast just 
for fun.
This year he’s also swimming for peace.
About 50 people, wearing “Swim For 
Peace” T-shirts, gathered on the tip of 
Cape Cod under chilly, gray skies Tuesday 
as the chubby harbor seal glidded into the 
ocean and began swimming up the winding 
coast to Rockport, Maine, where he tradi­
tionally spends his summers entertaining 
tourists.
Andre’s trainer, Harry Goodridge, said 
it could take Andre anywhere from two 
days to two weeks to complete the trip. 
Goodridge is formerly from Salisbury.
Goodridge dedicated Andre’s swim this 
year to the nationwide campaign in sup­
port of a freeze on nuclear weapons.
“One of the people in the freeze move­
ment asked me if I’d be willing to help,” 
Goodridge said. “Well, I don’t want a 
nuclear confrontation and neither does 
Andre.’J _____________
Goodridge asked anyone spotting the 
grey, 5-foot, 180-pound seal along the coast 
to contact him so he can follow the mam­
mal’s progress.
Andre was flown to Cape Cod earlier in 
the day from Groton, Conn., after spending 
the winter at the nearby Mystic Marine 
Life Aquarium.
Julie Quinn, a spokeswoman for the 
aquarium, said Andre had put on about 30 
pounds lolling about in the aquarium’s pool 
during the winter and had a “celebrity 
bearing about him.”
Andre, who was adopted as a baby 21 
years ago by Goodridge, has been making 
the annual swim up the coast for the past 
13 years.
Andre used to roam free in Rockport 
Harbor, but Goodridge now keeps him in a 
cage when he’s not performing because he 
became so tame that he got in the way of 
people’s boats. But the water is too cold for 
him to be caged in the winter, so Goo­
dridge brought him to the Mystic 
Aquarium.
Andre to swim for cause 7S
PROVINCETOWN, Mass. (AP) — Andre the seal is taking up 
a cause.
The acrobatic harbor seal starts his annual swim up the New 
England coast today, and this year his owner says the trip will 
be dedicated to the movement for a nuclear arms freeze.
Andre spends his summers in Rockport, Maine, where he 
puts on shows for the tourists. His owner, Harry A. Goodridge, 
sends him south to an aquarium for the winter. The 206-pound 
seal swims north on his own each spring, and he usually makes 
the trip in a few days.
“Andre and I have never gotten involved in causes before,” 
said Goodridge, a tree surgeon. "We:re not concerned much 
about the political world. But I’m sick of all this nonsense about 
who would survive a nuclear war, how long it would take before 
the world was normal again.”
ape Cod Times
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WEST YARMOUTH - The gulls circled 
above the seal’s still body, like vultures, 
but it didn’t move.
The woman tossing pebbles in the water 
nearby didn’t rouse it.
The roar of a helicopter prompted a lift 
of the head and wave of a flipper, but the 
movement seemed slow and painful. The 
seal looked near death.
It must have been hungry. It had been 
lying out on that island in Parker’s River 
since 6:45 Easter Sunday night.
Sharon Dingman spotted it there 
through her picture window and began to 
worry that it was sick. She notified the 
town. But when she resumed her vigil Mon­
day morning and spotted it again lying in x 
the same spot, she felt sure something was . 
wrong.
She hadn’t heard from the town, so she 
called the New England Aquarium in 
Boston. The marine mammal rescue coor-
dinator said she was on her way.
Yarmouth natural resources officers 
Morris Johnson and Brad Hall readied a 
boat and trailer to transport Patricia M. 
Fiorelli, coordinator of the aquarium’s 
marine mammal rescue effort, across 
Parker’s River.
The small boat motored up the river and 
as it drew closer to the seal, the seal lifted 
its head, took one look at the boat and its 
passengers and another look, maybe, at the 
wood and wire mesh cage they carted with 
them. Then it scrunched its neck around 
and in a few fast moves, flopped its body 
over the reed grass, over the bank and into'4" 
the water.
It dove and swam like a streak. It pop- -> 
ped its head out of the water a few seconds 4 
later, dove again and disappeared up river. /
■» Ms. Fiorelli said it wasn’t a wasted trip; • 
at least now she knows what kind of seal it 
was — a gray seal, about 3 or 4 mohths~bld. '
AHd if the seal should beach itself again,
within sight of homeowners, she asked that
(Mott rnoio py nenee uenonaj
they keep an eye on it for awhile. But, she 
cautioned, they should not try to go near it, 
because it might bite.
But if the seal is well enough to scurry 
away at the approach of humans, it’s 
healthy. She said she couldn’t say what 
might have caused it to beach itself and 
stay in the same spot for 17 hours. Perhaps 
it just didn’t feel well. That happens to 
animals, too, she said. Perhaps it was just 
resting.
Russ Giammarco, a Yarmouth 
policeman who grew up playing around 
Parker’s River, said that seals, especially 
babies, are always in the river in the spr­
ing. They chase the herring that fill the 
river this time of year, he said. Maybe the 
seal just ate too much and needed to sleep it 
off.
Mrs. Dingman felt a little foolish, but 
was relieved that the seal was well.
The seal probably found another place 
to spend the night — a quieter spot where 
he wouldn’t be bothered by would-be 
rescuers
F Mystic
!
Andre the seal s 
swim will assist
movementpeace
MYSTIC — A local group fighting 
for a stop to the nuclear arms race is
seal.
The Southeastern Connecticut Nu­
clear Arms Committee, with the ap­
proval of the seal’s trainer, is spon­
soring a fund-raiser m Andres 
name.
Elizabeth Maxwell, a member of 
the group, said the committee is ask­
ing people to pledge money on a per- 
mile basis toward the seal s swim 
from Provincetown, Mass., to hock- 
port, Maine, next week.
“I called Harry Goodridge (An­
dre’s trainer), and he said it was OK 
as long as all the funds raised go to 
the peace movement,” Ms. Maxwell 
said. “It’s the nicest way to raise 
money that we know.”
Andre, who’s been wintering at the 
Mystic Marinelife Aquarium since 
November, is scheduled to leave 
Tuesday — weather permitting — 
for a flight to Cape Cod. From there 
he will set off on his celebrated swim 
home to Rockport.
The journey of 230 miles is the 
longest one Andre ever will have at­
tempted, and even Goodridge won’t 
guess as to how long it will take the 
20-year-old seal to make it home. His 
previous trips have been from Mar­
blehead, Mass., after his winter 
stays at the New England Aquarium 
in Boston.
Ms. Maxwell said she got the idea 
for the “swim-a-thon” from a news­
paper article that mentioned a Rock- 
port-area peace group had taken on 
Andre as its mascot on the weapons- 
freeze movement. That group, too, 
hopes to raise money in the seal’s 
name.
The local peace group already has 
obtained pledges of $166, with 
pledges ranging from 1 cent to 10 
cents a mile. Ms. Maxwell noted the 
group has very little time in which to 
raise funds — they’re hoping Andre 
will take his time in finishing the 230- 
mile course.
“I understand his best time was 65 
days,” Ms. Maxwell said. “I just 
hope he doesn’t rush this time — 
maybe if he meets a really pretty 
chick along the way and takes a de­
tour we’ll be OK.”
She said the committee will use 
the money raised by Andre's swim 
to purchase educational materials 
or to buy advertising space in local 
newspapers.
The committee will meet at 7:30 
Thursday at the Groton Public Li­
brary for a general meeting.
Andre the seal 
becomes political
PROVINCETOWN, Mm*. (AP) 
— Andre the seal is gettfcig In­
volved in politics.
The acrobatic harbor seal starts 
his annual swim up the New Eng­
land coast Tuesday, and this year 
his owner says the trip will be 
dedicated to the movement for a 
nuclear arms freeze.
Andre spends his summers In 
Rockport, Maine, where he puts on 
dally shows for the tourists. Bat his 
owner, Harry A. Goodridge, sends 
him south to an aquarium for the 
winter.
The 206-pound seal swims north 
on his own each spring, and he 
usually makes the trip in a few 
days. ,
“Andre and I have never gotten 
involved in causes before,” says 
Goodridge, a tree surgeon. “We're 
not concerned much about the potM- 
rwl *«rti But I’m sick of all tM* 
nonsense about who would survive 
a nuclear war, how long it would 
ndw Sottwe Me world was aarssal 
again.”
Andre will be flown Tuesday 
afternoon from the Mystic Marine 
Life Aquarium in Mystic and re­
leased from one of the Province­
town beaches at the tip of Cape Cod 
for the 235-mile swim home to 
Rockport.
Goodridge says be worries about 
Andre being harmed in his dose 
contact with people.
Andre has lived for 21 years with 
Goodridge, who adopted him when 
he waa a pup abandoned by Ms 
mother.
This was Andre’s first winter at 
the Mystic Aquarium, where he 
stayed in an outdoor exhibit wBk 
several other seals
COURANT PHOTO BY TONY BACEWICZ
HEADING HOME — Suzanne Jube, a Mystic Marinelife Aquarium worker, 
says goodbye to Andre the seal Tuesday. The 20-year-old harbor seal, who 
spent the winter at the aquarium, was put in his travel cage, trucked to the 
airport and flown to Cape Cod to begin a 230-mile swim home to Rockport, 
Maine, for the summer. Story on Page C5.• ' •
p pr- 7s,'/
Famous Seal Goes Aloft 
To Begin Journey Home
By JEFF MILL 1981
Courant Correspondent
GROTON — With an occasional 
“umph” and an occasional grunt, An­
dre the seal was loaded aboard a 
Coastal Air Service plane for a flight 
to Cape Cod Tuesday. It was the first 
leg of a journey home to Rockport, 
Maine.
After reaching the Cape, the seal 
waddled out of his cage and dived into 
the frigid ocean for the 230-mile swim 
to Rockport, where he will spend the 
summer.
The 20-year-old harbor seal spent 
the winter in the comfort of the Mystic 
Marinelife Aquarium, his first stay 
there. The facility obviously agreed 
with Andre, who gained 31 pounds dur­
ing the visit, according to his owner, 
Harry A. Goodridge.
Tuesday, Goodridge helped aquar­
ium workers shepherd the celebrated 
seal into his special wood-and-wire 
travel cage for the flight to Province­
town, Mass.
Andre was flown to Provincetown to 
help give him a “straight shot” to 
Maine. “He’s fairly old, as seals go, 
and we wanted to give him a head 
start,” said Julie Quinn, spokeswoman 
for the aquarium.
Goodridge admitted he is concerned 
about the distance Andre has to swim, 
but then, he said, “Hey, I’m always
concerned about him — even when I 
sleep. I have nightmares about him.”
This year’s swim will be Andre’s 
longest, as far as is known. During one 
five-month period in his youth, the seal 
left Rockport and went “who knows 
where,” his owner said.
Goodridge said his neighbors in 
Rockport have organized a betting 
pool on how long it will take Andre to 
return. “But they won’t let me join,” 
Goodridge said.
Asked how long he thought it would 
take, Goodridge replied, “I’ll tell you 
what I always say: I’ve asked him a 
million times, but he won’t tell me!”
Goodridge and Andre have created a 
minor stir because Goodridge has al­
lowed a coalition of peace groups to 
use Andre’s name to promote a joint 
Soviet-American nuclear arms freeze.
“They asked me if they could do it 
and I said sure,” Goodridge said. “Hey, 
I’m for peace, he (Andre) is for peace; 
isn’t everybody for peace? But now 
they’re calling it political.”
Shaking, his head resignedly, Good­
ridge said, “If I had to do it all over 
again, I wouldn’t do it.”
For now, though, his main concern is 
Andre’s swim. Goodridge said he will 
wait by his phone in Rockport for word 
of Andre’s progress.
Andre to swim for arms
PROVINCETOWN, Mass. (AP) - 
Andre the seal is getting involved in poli­
tics.
The acrobatic harbor seal starts his 
annual swim up the New England coast 
Tuesday, and this year his owner says the 
trip will be dedicated to the movement for 
a nuclear arms freeze.
Andre spends his summers in Rockport, 
Maine, where he puts on daily shows for 
the tourists. But his owner, Harry A. 
Goodridge, sends him south to an aquari­
um for the winter.
The 206-pound seal swims north on his 
own each spring, and he usually makes the 
trip in a few days.
“Andre and I have never gotten involved 
in causes before,’’ says Goodridge, a tree 
surgeon. “We’re not concerned much 
about the political world. But I’m sick of
all this nonsense about who would survive 
a nuclear war, how long it would take 
before the world was normal again.”
Andre will be flown from the Mystic 
Marine Life Aquarium in Mystic, Conn., 
and released from one of the Prov­
incetown beaches at the tip of Cape Cod 
for the 235-mile swim home to Rockport.
Goodridge says he worries about Andre 
being harmed in his close contact with 
people.
“I used to relax a little when he was out 
in the ocean, his natural home,” Good­
ridge says. “Now, even that isn’t safe. 
Maybe having Andre swim for peace will 
remind people that animals will suffer 
horribly if nuclear weapons are used.”
Andre has lived for 21 years with Good­
ridge, who adopted him when he was a pup 
abandoned by his mother.
This was Andre’s first winter at the
freeze
Mystic Aquarium, where he stayed in an 
outdoor exhibit with several other seals.
Julie Quinn, the aquarium’s director of 
public relations, said Andre spent most 
the winter eating, sleeping and swimming.
She said aquarium trainers asked him to 
do his acrobatic stunts only a few times, 
letting him rest most of the time.
“After all, he was here on a vacation,” 
she said.
Ms. Quinn said aquarium officials were 
concerned that there might be a con­
frontation between Andre and a dominant 
male seal in the exhibit, but “they got 
along fine.”
Andre is being flown to Provincetown in­
stead of being released in Mystic to give 
him a “straight shot” to Maine. “He’s 
fairly old, as seals go, and we wanted to 
give him a head start,” said Ms. Quinn.
Andre on annual swim
After a little urging from his owner, Andre the Seal wad­
dled out of his cage and dived into the frigid ocean at Pro­
vincetown, Mass., yesterday to begin his annual swim up 
the New England coast to his Rockport, Maine home. 
Andre has lived for 21 years with Harry A. Goodridge, who
adopted him when he was a pup abandoned by his mother. 
The seal spends his summers in Rockport, where he puts 
on daily shows for the tourists, and goes south to an aquari­
um for the winter. His swim this year is dedicated to thel 
nuclear arms freeze.
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Andre takes annual plunge
PROVINCETOWN. Mass. (AP) - 
After a little urging from his owner, 
Andre the Seal waddled out of his 
cage and dived into the frigid ocean 
Tuesday to begin his annual swim up 
the New England coast to his Maine 
home.
About 50 camera-clicking bystand­
ers began cheering after Andre’s 
owner, Harry A. Goodridge, coaxed 
his acrobatic seal out of the cage 
and into the cold water for the start 
of a 230-mile journey.
Goodridge said his only worry was 
that Andre, who loves to sleep atop 
boats and buoys, might startle an 
unsuspecting ship captain who dis­
covered a 206-pound seal sleeping on 
his deck.
“If he’s up on the boat snoring, it’s 
Andre,” he said.
Andre has lived for 21 years with 
Goodridge, who adopted him when 
he was a pup abandoned by his 
mother. The seal spends his sum­
mers in Rockport, where he puts on 
daily shows for the tourists, and 
goes south to an aquarium for the 
winter.
After years of wintering in 
Boston, this was Andre’s first stay 
at the Mystic, Conn., Aquarium, 
where he was featured at an outdoor 
exhibit with several other seals. 
Julie Quinn, the aquarium's director 
of public relations, said Andre spent 
most the winter eating, sleeping and 
swimming.
Andre was flown to this town on 
the tip of Cape Cod to help give him 
a “straight shot” to Maine. “He’s
Trainer Harry Goodridge of Rockport gets smooch from Andre. — UPI
fairly old, as seals go, and we Goodrich dedicated Andre’s trip 
wanted to give him a head start,” - this year to the movement for a nu- 
said Ms. Quinn. clear arms freeze.
' I /i Pl^T" fiieS
Andre 
swims 
against 
nuke tide
By KAREN JEFFREY 
Staff Writer
PROVINCETOWN - As Andre the 
seal splashed into Provincetown Harbor 
yesterday afternoon, Harry Goodridge, 
his lifelong friend and companion, watch­
ed with a smile on his face and worry in 
his heart.
“I worry about him 24 hours a day 
when he’s swimming like this,” said 
Goodridge, a 60-year-old Rockport, 
Maine, resident. “But I’m happy to see 
him back in his natural environment. An­
dre’s much happier when he’s swimming 
in the sea.”
Andre, a 220-pound harbor seal who 
will turn 21 on May 16, has gained na­
tional attention for his ability to find his 
way home to Rockport Harbor in Maine’s 
Penobscot Bay no matter where he is 
released.
Yesterday, he was flown to Pro­
vincetown from the Mystic, Conn., 
Marine Life Aquarium where he has 
spent the winter as part of the 
aquarium’s New England’s marine life 
display.
Goodridge said he chose Provincetown 
as Andre’s release point because it would 
give the seal the “straightest shot to 
Maine. And I was afraid if we released 
him in Connecticut, he’d have to pass too 
many big cities like Providence and New 
Bedford where people might not know 
him and he could get hurt.”
Andre’s 230-mile swim to Rockport
/a/ ry-iP <z~/\p& PA-Pe ft ttHs Past
BOUND FOR HOME — A friend wishes Andre a good journey as he heads into the water in Provincetowl 
"Swim for Peace" to his summer home in Rockport Harbor, Maine. (Staff Photo by Gordon E. C|
Harbor is being billed as a “Swim for 
Peace.”
Goodridge agreed to lend his seal’s 
name in support of Maine People Con­
cerned, an umbrella group covering such 
issues as a nuclear arms freeze and en­
vironmental issues.
Yesterday, three members of this 
group traveled from Maine to Pro­
vincetown and sold T-shirts com­
memorating Andre’s swim.
Leslie Land, a member of the group 
from Cushing, Maine, explained that pro­
ceeds from the T-shirt sale will provide
money for letters and other printed 
material explaining the ecological ef­
fects of nuclear war.
Goodridge sums up the swim and the 
group by saying, “They’re for peace, and 
Andre and I are for peace. That’s all 
that counts.”
From the airport, Andre was 
transported to the Provincetown water­
front and released on the beach on the 
west side of MacMillan Wharf.
Close to 75 people crowded around his 
cage, which was placed about 20 feet 
from the water.
Harry spoke softly to Andre b 
cage door was opened. With quiet 
he encouraged the seal to leave the cag^ 
and a few moments later Andre obliged. 
He waddled down to the water’s edge, 
followed by Harry, aquarium officials 
and a crowd of Andre fans.
He entered the water to a burst of ap­
plause and spenthis first few minutes of 
freedom sniffing the air and allowing 
cold waves to wash over him.
Soon he swam out into the harbor, first 
swimming one way then another. 
(Continued on Page 29)
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... Andre
(Continued from Page 1)
“He’s just getting his bearings,” said Goodridge wat­
ching anxiously.
Andre was soon frolicking around the harbor and
Goodridge said it was likely the seal would spend some 
i time there.
k Julie Quinn from the aquarium said Andre would pro- 
I bably spend some time feeding before striking out for 
I home.
I As Andre played in the harbor, Goodridge kept one eye 
Ion his seal and one eye on the crowd of people surroun- 
fcing him on the beach.
■ “I told him to head right for home,” Goodridge said in 
■response to one question. “0 yes, he recognizes my voice.
’ We’ve been together for quite some time now.”
Goodridge found Andre in Rockport Harbor when the 
seal was a 2-day-old pup.
He had owned three seals prior to Andre, but said none 
had ever been quite as personable as this celebrity seal.
“We’ve been together a long time and now that I’ve set 
him free, I’ll go home and worry,” Goodrige said. “I wish 
if anybody sees Andre on his way to Rockport, they’d give 
me a call. It might set my mind at ease.”
Goodridge said that political causes were never of 
much interest to him or his seal. In his letter supporting a 
nuclear arms freeze Goodridge said, “Andre and I have 
never gotten involved in a cause before. We’re not con­
cerned much about the political world. But I’m sick of all 
this nonsense about who would survive a nuclear war, 
how long it would take before the world was normal 
again. Civil defense won’t do much for the birds in the 
air, the fish in the sea, the cows grazing in the fields. It 
certainly won’t help Andre any.”
Afatf'q-cz JAiLy /renc? i7, /(?y
Andre reported 
still on Cape Cod
By Emmett Meara 
NEWS Rockland Bureau
.EOpKPORT — If this Knox County coastal town wants to get 
rid of its honorary harbormaster, Sandwich, Mass., will take 
him.
The harbormaster, otherwise known as Andre the Very Fam­
ous Seal, has started his return trip to Rockport and his winter 
home. This year he is swimming from Provincetown, Mass., 
after spending the winter in a Connecticut aquarium In previ- 
ous years Andre swam from Marblehead Mass., after winterine 
at the Boston Aquarium.
Andre was last seen at 3 p.m. on Thursday in the Cape Cod 
community of Sandwich. Harbormaster Edward Moffitt report­
ed that the populace was totally charmed by the friendly seal
He was so friendly. A fishermen spotted him swimming by his 
boat and thought he looked like the seal released from Province- 
town. The seal’s picture was in the paper.”
As is his wont, Andre popped himself into a 12-foot skiff and
^oSnm.e undre \s a little hefty Eventually, he sunk the 
craft. But while he was lying in the boat, a secretary at Moffitt’s 
Marina went out and called the seal by name. “His head popped 
right up. It was obvious it was the seal,” Moffitt said.
Moffitt called Harry Goodridge in Rockport, Andre’s trainer 
and confidante^ Goodridge gave Moffitt part of the routine he 
and the seal had worked out over the years. Moffitt knew enough 
to bring some fish along. Andre the Seal is no dummy.
_ I ask him how he liked Flipper and he blew through his nose 
Then I brought down my hand and went ‘bang’ and he fell down 
like he was dead. A lot of people were around by then. It was 
quite a show,” Moffitt said.
Andre left Provincetown at 1:30 p.m. on Tuesday and was 
noticed on Thursday in Sandwich, about 23 nautical miles away 
Andre turned his nose up at flounder, but ate a bite or two of 
nsahCinethaebaJ°”e M°ffitt “But there 3re plenty °f
wn.jrn h^S ^f^undly/ He came right UP beside the boats. I
d h” ™ n.d h'^ t0 stay He was “ nice T°o nice to be a 
human, Moffitt said.
wonlTlimeTthi^."hC*C°mingh°me” Goodridgesaid “He
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Week of Events Set to Stress Nuclear Arms Peril
Continued From Page 1
more than a dozen Congressional reso­
lutions on arms control, including one 
calling on the United States and the 
Soviet Union to negotiate a freeze in 
development, testing and deployment 
of nuclear weapons.
Some participants describe Ground 
Zero Week as more than an educational 
effort. Rather, they see it as the first 
step toward the organization of a disci­
plined political lobbying effort to which 
candidates for public office will have to 
respond next November.
There has been little public criticism 
of the education campaign to date. But 
some critics assert that the national se­
curity policies of the past have served 
the nation well. They argue that nuclear 
deterrence, or "the balance of terror” 
as it is sometimes called, has prevented 
the superpowers from engaging in a nu- 
a conventional war.
has Tin New Yort Timm Eugene V. Rostow, the director of 
the Arms Control and Disarma­
ment Agency, welcomes public 
concern about arms control.
anned a ‘Run for Your Life’ here," 
Chong said. "But we scrapped it 
HHMien we were told that there would be 
safe place to run during a nuclear 
ir'f Bec?US v of 1116 concentration of 
facilities here, the entire is-
nd of Oahu would be destroyed.” 
Greenpeace, an international envi-
8f°V,p’ plans t0 'aunch a 7ft- 
ot hot-air balloon Sunday over Law- 
.snce Livermore Laboratory, near San
Srusyemi“rs •nd «
'Dance for Disarmament’
°n’ or8anizers are planning 
Mf°r Pe306” sh°ws in Albuquen 
N-M-: tours of nucleariue, N. .; tours of’^ cl^TS; 
ilants in Santa Clara County Calif • a 
rnMn6 f°r disarmament" at’the Stan-
„ 8‘n8 of church bells in Portland 
Dre^ prayers and fasts and hundreds of 
debates 5g»J
Mass., to Rock™ ™ P^cetown, 
ally sDends ’ ^e'' where he usu-
Goodridge, Andre’s owner and trainer, 
dedicate the seal’s voyage to peace.
“The swim reflect’s Harry’s concern 
that even if a nuclear weapon exploded 
in the ocean, not in Chicago, it would be 
all over for Andrfe and other ocean life,” 
said Leslie Land, who organized thevrinj ui dll tiu Lflc
freeze campaign in Cushing, Me., popu­
lation 600. "Nuclear war kills animals 
too.”
No one is certain when Andrfe will 
reappear in Rockport Harbor, but Miss 
Land is planning a public welcome for 
the 21-year-old seal.
Mr. Molander, the Ground Zero 
■founder, said that the campaign should 
continue to focus on education, rather 
than direct political action.
Founder Hasn’t Endorsed Freeze—
He says he welcomes the freeze cam­
paign as a force for "opening the door 
tor many Americans to think about this 
gntn issue." But he, like many military 
and arms control specialists, has not en­
dorsed the proposal to freeze nuclear
Ki H^lieves that to United 
States should begin to alter and im-
SwTo/n P°,itical relationship with the 
Soviet Union, not merely try to prevent
wea^nQWd r a combination of 
wea!»ns development and arms con­
trol, he says.
But, Mr. Molander said, "Concerned
differed Cltlzer^ might well come to
atomth!'y valid conclusions 
about the best way to reduce the risk of
Many proponents of the freeze, how-
f3iVOr more immediate and direct 
political involvement.
Cnml*iir nt6in’ * Physics professor at 
University who helped coordi-
Wrek““K/wtiCS f°r Ground 
*yeex, said that his new group United 
Campuses to Prevent Nucl^r Wa7 
wanted to establish a "nationally ca£ 
mated candidate canvass on the issue 
of nuclear weapons control."
MfStein said he hoped to formulate
'ive questions on nuclear topics de- 
;igned to help voters determine 
whether candidates were "serious” 
about arms control. Groups would be 
encouraged to publicize candidates’ re­
sponses and to oppose candidates who 
"aren’t really serious about it, or who 
don’t vote the way they said they 
would,” he said. J
Mr. Stein acknowledged the possibil­
ity that entering the political process as 
a lobbying group might fragment the 
movement, which has been growing
ips within the antinuclear weap­
ons Coalition, for example, could disa- 
sharply oyer which arms control 
(licies or candididates to endorse. But 
he says this is unlikely, because the 
movement has eschewed broader 
potentially divisive political issues’ 
such as United States involvement in El 
Salvador, in favor of a "consciously 
narrow, single-issue orientation."
ti?e.t0 start our Political agen­
da, Mr. Stem maintained.
450 Campuses Participating
While 152 campuses held antinuclear 
gatherings last November, 450 are par- 
ticipating this week.
toJInnhlroirTnS,1Ca^ipaign coordina­
tor of the California Freeze Campaign 
agrees. On Tuesday, he will file a pf^ 
tion, containing more than 700,000 sig­
natures, for a referendum urging a 
m nUClear arsenals. Only atout
^^°»HSlgnatures were required to 
ballot proposal on to November
ballot box battleground in fall 
will be in California," Mr. Willens as. serted. "This will have a direct SS 
translation that will not be lost on Wash- the rest oIUwnatkm°nWaS^ 
^ness tne Peopie interject good ol’
Andre the seal, Ruby the bear are home again
Rockport
native sets 
new record
By Emmett Meara 
NEWS Rockland Bureau
ROCKPORT — Andre is back.
The state’s most famous seal arrived 
back in his Rockport home at about 9 
a m. on Monday. He was turned loose in 
Provincetown, Mass., at 1:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, April 13, after wintering in­
doors at the Mystic, Conn., Aquarium.
Andre’s trainer, Harry Goodridge of 
Rockport said Monday he was sur­
prised by Andre’s quick return. The 
seal was spotted in the “other” Rock­
port on Saturday By fisherman Don 
Johnson. The seal was previously spot­
ted in Sandwich, Mass., on Thursday at 
3 p.m. Apparently the coast from Prov­
incetown to Rockport was alerted to the 
swim, judging by the calls received by 
Goodridge.'
“I was not expecting him this early. 
He made it once from Marblehead in 65 
hours. That was his best time. But this 
was from Provincetown, 60 miles 
further. The whole trip was 230 miles, 
but he could have cut that down by 
swimming in a direct line, rather than 
following the coast,” Goodridge said.
How a seal can be turned loose 230 
miles away and find Rockport is “still a 
mystery,” Goodridge said.
The first person to spot the seal in 
Rockport Harbor was intrepid rower 
Bill Gribbell. Andre “heckled him pret­
ty good, all the way into the harbor,” 
Goodridge said. When the seal is not 
leaping into moored, idle boats, he likes 
to slip up beside fishermen and give 
them the Rockport Raspberry version 
of the famed Bronx Cheer, Goodridge 
said. Andre the seal
Cagey bruin 
treed after 
second escape
NEWS Ellsworth Bureau
SALISBURY COVE — Authorities re­
captured Ruby the black bear Monday 
morning, five days after her second es­
cape from the Aqualand animal park 
this month.
The five-year-old bruin, weighing 
between 150 and 200 pounds, was treed 
by a bear hound team at about 9:45 
a.m., near the Red Rock Corner in 
Town Hill.
“We ran her about an hour” before 
she was treed and tranquilized with a 
dart gun, said Dawna Stapfer, director 
of the Mount Desert Island menagerie
“No dogs were hurt; no bear was 
hurt,” she said.
The bear was loaded onto a wooden 
sled and transported back to the park, 
about a mile to a mile and a half away.
Ruby escaped from her night cage at 
Aqualand on Wednesday, only four 
days after she was recaptured from an 
initial escape April 5. Officials still are 
unsure exactly how she got out either 
time, but the cage’s steel wire roof has 
been strengthened and other measures 
taken to prevent a third episode.
Stapfer said the menagerie received 
word at about 5p.m. Sunday that Ruby 
had been seen across the street from 
the park. Bear hounds from the Triple 
Game Guide Service in Bradford were 
brought in Monday morning.
The Bar Harbor Police Department 
slowed traffic in the area to reduce the 
danger to the bear or hounds as the 
tracking progressed.
Stapfer said Ruby apparently had 
stayed in the Town Hill area “the whole 
time” of her two escapes.
Th
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Trainer Harry Goodridge welcomes Andre, the seal, 
back to Rockport, Maine, Monday. With a couple of stops 
along the way, Andre made it from Provincetown, Mass., to 
his Maine summer home in six days. (UPI)
Andre Swims Home
ROCKPORT, Maine (UPI) — 
Andre the seal is living the good 
life again, lounging in the harbor, 
showing off for the tourists and 
waiting for his dinner to be served 
promptly at 4 p.m. each day.
“He’s happy to be here,” said 
Andre's trainer, Harry Goodridge, 
after the portly, 21-year-old harbor 
seal finished his annual 260-mile 
swim up the New England coast 
Monday to begin his summer vaca­
tion.
The trip from Provincetown, 
Mass., on the tip of Cape Cod took 
six days, with two stops along the 
way, including a visit to Rockport, 
Mass.
“He left Provincetown at 1:30 
p.m. (last) Tuesday,” said Goo­
dridge, who found Andre aban­
doned when he was just a pup.
“He stopped twice, one in Sand­
wich, Mass., for a day and a half 
and once in Rockport, Mass. Why 
he picked Rockport, I’ll never 
know. He must have got his zip
codes all mixed up,” Goodridge 
said.
The 236-pound, acrobatic seal, 
whose daily performances draw 
thousands of summer tourists to 
this picturesque seaside town, has 
made his annual swim up the New 
England coast for the past 13 
years, completing the trip in any­
where from 65 hours to three
weeks. He has occasionally been 
accompanied by a companion.
But Goodridge said he showed up 
alone this year.
“First he saw a guy in a rowboat, 
and scared the daylights out of 
him, nipping at his oars and jump­
ing over them,” Goodridge said of 
his 236-pound pet.
“When he came into the harbor, 
he saw my truck and and he came 
to shore, almost like a bullet out of 
water,” he said.
Andre spent the winter at the 
Mystic Aquarium in Mystic Conn., 
and was flown to Provincetown, 
where he was released into the 
chilly Atlantic for the swim to 
Rockport.
Andre used to roam free in Rock­
port Harbor, but Goodridge, a for­
mer town harbor master, was 
forced to build a large pen for his 
pet because his antics annoyed lo­
cal fishermen. Besides grabbing 
oars, Andre loves to hop into ding­
hies for some sun, occasionally 
sinking the small boats, Goodridge 
said.
“I know of a couple of incidents 
where his life was in danger,” the 
trainer said.
At Mystic, Andre was part of an 
outdoor exhibit and led a less mich- 
evious lifestyle, sleeping, eating 
and swimming, officials at the 
aquarium said.
Hungarian is held 
on spying charges
From Wire Dispatches
AUGUSTA, Ga - A Hun­
garian-born man was charged 
with spying for the Hungarian 
government yesterday after 
he allegedly paid $4,000 for 
classified US military docu­
ments and microfilm from an 
American soldier who was 
working with the FBI.
Otto Attilla Gilbert, 50, was 
taken before a federal magis­
trate after his arrest Saturday 
in downtown Augusta He was 
ordered held without bond and
was returned to the Richmond 
County jail A hearing was set 
for April 30. .
Authorities said Gilbert, 
who until recently had lived in 
Forest Hills. N Y., with his 
mother, pretended to be a ref­
ugee who fled Hungary after 
the 1956 uprising but was actu­
ally working for the Hungar­
ian Military Intelligence 
Service.
The complaint against Gil­
bert charged that U S. Army 
Chief Warrant Officer Janos 
Mihaly Szmolka. who was sta­
tioned in West Germany at the 
time, was first contacted by a 
Hungarian intelligence agent 
during a family vist to Buda
People ft
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Andre swims home for peace
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) - Andre the seal arrived home 
yesterday, completing a 235-mile “swim for peace” from Prov­
incetown, Mass., in just under six days.
“He hit the harbor about 9 o’clock this morning and went into 
his pen about an hour later He’s happy to be home,” said 
Andre’s trainer. Harry Goodridge. who greeted his pal with a 
hug and a snack of frozen alewives — a herringlike fish.
Andre’s Patriots’ Day homecoming marked the completion 
of a swim that Goodridge had dedicated to the movement for a 
nuclear arms freeze The town of Rockport had voted to 
endorse the freeze, and Goodridge agreed to allow organizers 
of the movement to use Andre’s name as a supporter
“Andre’s for peace and I’m for peace,” Goodridge said. J
Kearlersflescribe Tfie-tdeaLman
NEW YORK (AP) — The ideal man is a tall, muscular, older 
businessman who is single, has a powerful position and is well- 
read. He wears bikini underwear but never gold chains or a 
pinky ring.
■■ - .
Andre
returns
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) — Andre 
the seal arrived home Monday, com­
pleting his 235-mile “swim for peace” 
from Provincetown, Mass., in just 
under six days.
“He hit the harbor about 9 o’clock 
this morning and went into his pen 
about an hour later,” said Andre’s 
trainer, Harry Goodridge, who greeted 
his pal with a hug and a snack of frozen 
alewives.
“He's happy to be home. He's out 
there sunning himself,” said Good­
ridge. He had last seen Andre on Tues­
day when he began his annual swim up 
the New England coast from the tip of 
Cape Cod.
Goodridge said Andre's arrival time 
inside his pen was 10:02 a.m., with the 
official time determining the winner of 
an annual small-stakes betting pool at a 
tavern in neighboring Camden.
Andre’s Patriots’ Day homecoming 
marked the completion of a swim 
which Goodridge had dedicated to the 
movement for a nuclear arms freeze. 
The town of Rockport had voted to en­
dorse the freeze, and Goodridge agreed 
to allow organizers of the movement to 
use Andre's name as a supporter.
“Andre's for peace and I'm for 
peace,” Goodridge said.
Andre began his swim by heading 
southwest to Sandwich. Mass., where 
he was sighted on Wednesday and 
Thursday. He was seen in Rockport, 
Mass., two days later, but Goodridge 
knew of no other sightings along the 
route.
Andre, who turns 21 on May 16, has 
spent most of his summers with Good­
ridge. who adopted him when he was an 
abandoned pup. The harbor seal spends 
his summers in Rockport, where he 
puts on daily shows for tourists at his 4 
p.m. feedings and holds the title of hon­
orary harbormaster.
The seal spent the past winter in the 
Mystic Marine Life Aquarium in 
Mystic, Conn., where he ballooned to 
236 pounds, an increase of 31 pounds 
over his summer weight. Goodridge 
said he may have lost a few pounds 
during the swim.
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Andre the seal 
stops at harbor
Seal arrives in Maine
ROCKPORT, Maine (UPI) - Andre the seal is 
living the good life again, lounging in the harbor, 
showing off for the tourists and waiting for his dinner 
to be served promptly at 4 p.m. each day.
“He’s happy to be here,” said Andre’s trainer, 
Harry Goodridge, after the portly, 21-year-old harbor 
seal finished his annual 260-mile swim up the New 
England coast Monday to begin his summer vacation.
The trip from Provincetown, Mass., on the tip of 
Cape Cod took six days, with two stops along the way, 
including a visit to Rockport, Mass.
By LISA MILLER
ROCKPORT - An early 
morning visitor capsized se­
veral skiffs in the south ba­
sin Saturday, then remained 
at the scene of the crime to 
sun himself before 
spectators.
Nobody arrested him for 
disorderly conduct; the visi­
tor was a seal, the famous 
Andre making his way home 
from Provincetown to Rock­
port, Me.
Andre was set free in Pro­
vincetown last Tuesday at spotted the seal here in the Andre swam to Pigeon Cove 
1:30 p.m., and swam about south basin at 7 a.m. Satur- Harbor to pay his respects 
230 miles to reach his Maine day. The creature was sit- before heading back out to 
home yesterday, according ting in a skiff near the wall sea to continue his 
to his adopted “father,” between the yacht club and homeward journey.
Harry Goodridge. Goo- Ellen’s Restaurant, Porter Andre has not been seen 
dridge found Andre on a said, and had apparently here for the past few years, 
? rock years ago, apparently tipped over several other but did visit Pigeon Cove 
abandoned by his mother, skiffs before ending up in Harbor in 1973 and 1977, and 
Goodridge nursed and thatboat. also stopped off in Smith
raised the seal and taught Others said they later saw Cove, Gloucester during his 
him to do tricks. the seal in the north basin, 1977 trek.
For many years the seal lolling in lobsterman Frank This year, Goodridge 
wintered at the Boston Davis’skiff and seeming to said, Andre bypassed Boston 
Aquarium and swam home enjoy the attention paid him and Gloucester, but he was 
from Boston every spring, by those who went to T- reported seen in Sandwich, 
but 21-year-old, 236-pound Wharf for a glimpse of the Ma.
Andre now spends the winter famous animal. Andre, said At age 21, Goodridge said, 
months at an aquarium in Goodridge this morning with Andre still has plenty of 
Mystic, Ct., Goodridge said, a laugh, Andre very much spring swims ahead of him
Sandy Bay Yacht Club loves an audience. — seals often reach mid-for-
steward Greg Porter said he Laterr others reported, ties in age, he said.
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Andre Is Back
Rockoort°harhnr W?isper swee‘nothings to one another after a winter-long separation. Andre returned to
Rockport harbor this week after a winter spent at Connecticut’s Mystic Marinelife Aquarium.
Andre the seal is up to his old tricks 
again. The 21-year-old harbor seal ar­
rived in Rockport Harbor at about 
9:30 Monday morning. By that after­
noon, Andre fans were treated to the 
sight of their favorite seal playing dead 
and jumping into the air — all per­
formed at the command of Andre’s 
oldest friend and trainer, Harry 
Goodridge.
Andre began his 230-mile swim 
home from Provincetown, Mass, on 
Tuesday of last week. He was sighted 
last Saturday in Rockport, Mass. Har­
bor.
“I guess he can’t read,” commented 
Goodridge.
The seal made the 130-mile trek 
from Rockport, Mass, to his Maine 
home in less than two days — a near 
record-breaker, according to 
Goodridge.
Goodridge claims to have received a 
welcoming kiss from his old friend.
“It smelled like fish,” he said.
He added that the 200-pound seal 
appeared to have arrived in good 
shape, exhibiting none of the scratches 
or bites of previous years.
First to sight the seal celebrity was 
Rockport’s Bill Gribbel. Gribbel said 
Andre nudged his row boat several 
times out in the harbor, apparently in 
the hopes that Gribbel might toss him 
some fishy treats.
the sun Monday on the platform of his 
familiar pen. But he does seem to have 
picked up a new habit over the course 
of the winter. He snorts loudly every 
few minutes.
“I don’t know why he does it,” said
Maine governor cla^ig ’ 
Andre’s seal of approval
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) - Andre the Seal doesn’t 
hold grudges — at least not against Gov. Joseph 
Brennan.
Brennan, who visited the seal during a recent cam­
paign swing through the Rockport area, announced 
Saturday the trip had paid off: Andre has endorsed 
the governor’s re-election bid.
The endorsement came despite a 1979 speech to the 
Maine Press Association in which Brennan chided 
newspapers for devoting too many stories to Andre 
and not enough to substantive issues.
Each year, Andre swims from his winter home in 
Massachusetts to his summer place in Maine’s Rock­
port Harbor, attracting considerable local media 
attention. .
Governor mends a fence witn Andre
By Emmett Meara 
NEWS Rockland Bureau
ROCKPORT — An important part of 
any political campaign is fence mend­
ing. Campaigner Joseph Brennan trav­
eled to Rockport to mend some 
long-standing broken fences with An­
dre the seal on Tuesday.
After a few well-chosen words with 
the seal, Brennan said that Andre had 
“sealed the election” at the Camden 
Rotary, drawing a plethora of Republi­
can boos. Brennan actually criticized 
the famous seal a few years ago, when 
he charged that the state press paid 
more attention to “that seal” than im­
portant state business. At the time, 
there were those who felt Andre was 
much more popular than the governor.
Brennan admitted his mistake on 
Tuesday, publicly apologizing to Andre 
and his trainer, Harry Goodridge. 
“I’m sorry, Andre,” Brennan said as 
he fed the famous seal a fish or two. 
“That’s all right,” Goodridge said. 
“You got some good mileage out of it.” 
Television cameras recorded the scene 
as the political powers allied for the 
June and November pushes.
“What do you think of Gov. Bren­
nan?” Goodridge asked. The portly 
seal rolled on his side and gleefully 
clapped. “What do you think of Repub­
licans?” Goodridge asked. Andre gave 
his best Bronx cheer, usually reserved 
for his rival, Flipper. “Andre is a Dem­
ocrat,” Brennan ruled as he fed him 
another, bigger fish.
Brennan disarmed the ultra-Repub- 
lican Camden Rotary with a joke. Why 
was Christopher Columbus the first 
Democrat? “He didn’t know where he 
was going. He didn’t know where he 
was. He didn’t know where he had 
been. But he was doing it on someone 
else’s money.”
On a more serious vein, Brennan 
said an incumbent should be judged on 
what he said he would do and what he 
actually did. Brennan promised eco­
nomic development and Maine has re­
corded unemployment under the 
national average for the first time in 
years. There are 20,000 more jobs in 
Maine than when he started, he said. 
“I don’t try to take credit for all of
those jobs, but I think that my adminis­
tration played a significant role.” The 
aggressive use of the state’s credit 
through bond issues has assisted the 
vital industries of fishing, potatoes and 
cargo ports, Brennan said.
When the crisis erupted at the Thom­
aston Maine State Prison, the Brennan 
administration took action to “disarm 
the prison, diffuse the situation and al­
lowed the state to run its own prison,” 
Brennan said. The Pineland school 
came out from under federal decree, 
“maybe for the first time in the nation 
in that situation,” Brennan said.
Since two-thirds of all fatal accidents 
involve the use of alcohol, Brennan 
said his administration formed a tough 
anti-drunk law “which might become 
the model for the nation. The result has 
been a 40 percent reduction in fatal 
accidents.”
After promising no tax increases, the 
Brennan administration phased out the 
inheritance tax, maintained the level 
of the sales tax and reduced taxes from 
$6 to $10 million. “We did it to get elect­
ed, but the broader principle is keeping 
faith with the people. It is part of re­
storing the faith in the political 
process.”
The housing industry was in “total 
collapse” a few years ago, Brennan 
said. The Brennan administration took 
the“reasonable action” of raising $4 
million to promote $70 million in hous­
ing, he said.
“Can a Democrat be fiscally respon­
sible?” Brennan asked rhetorically. 
The bond rating of the state has in­
creased since 1974. “The state is in 
better financial condition today than it 
was a few years ago. The Wall Street 
Journal said the other day that the 
Maine economy has turned around af­
ter 25 years.”
Despite the emphasis on financial 
matters, Brennan said he retained a 
strong commitment for personal ser­
vices. When he heard persistent re­
ports of welfare fraud as attorney 
general, he asked people to report 
names of those involved as he made 
speeches around the state. He said he 
never received a single name. “Chil­
dren can’t make a choice about a job. 
If you don’t pay for programs like 
AFDC now, you will pay later,” Bren­
nan said.
The Reagan statement about people 
“voting with their feet” if conditions 
are too tough in the Northeast was “in­
sensitive,” Brennan said. The New Fe­
deralism might sound good initially, 
but will lead to different welfare stan­
dards across the country. “It shouldn’t 
make a difference whether a person is 
in Maine or Mississippi. They should 
get a minimal quality of life,” the gov­
ernor said.
Brennan defended his decision to re­
tain the level of the fuel tax, in spite of 
difficulties in the transportation de­
partment. The department was over- 
funded in the past, Brennan said, and 
the staff has been cut from 3,700 to 
2,300. He supported the expenditure of 
funds for the tourist industry, a popu­
lar statement in the Camden-Rockport 
area.
DINNER WITH ANDRE was the 
scene on Tuesday as Gov. Jo­
seph Brennan visited longtime 
political foe Andre the seal. 
Brennan once criticized the state 
press for paying more attention
to "that seal" than important 
state business. Brennan apolo­
gized on Tuesday to the Rock­
port harbor master and his 
trainer-friend Harry Goodridge. 
(NEWS Photo by Emmett Meara)
Goodridge, left. (Freedman photo)
Governor, Andre make amends
ROCKPORT — Gov. Joseph E. 
Brennan and Andre the seal are 
friends again.
Brennan visited Rockport’s aquat­
ic honorary harbor master Tuesday 
and made amends for complaining 
several years ago that Andre got 
more publicity than he did.
Climbing over the town landing 
bulkhead and into Andre’s pen, the 
governor watched as Andre’s trainer 
put the seal through some of his 
tricks.
Andre repeated his famous snort 
when trainer Harry Goodridge asked 
if he liked Brennan. But the state’s 
chief executive was determined to 
make amends.
Brennan offered his hand in a 
peace gesture and Andre extended a 
fin. The seal was rewarded with a 
fish dished out by the governor.
Goodridge and the governor 
agreed that Brennan and Andre ben­
efited from the publicity stemming 
from Brennan’s previous remarks.
"I think we both won with the pub­
licity,” Goodridge said.
About three dozen people gath­
ered at dockside on the overcast af­
ternoon as still cameras snapped and 
TV cameras hummed to record the 
event.
Later that afternoon, the governor 
told Camden Rotarians that "Andre 
harbored no bad feelings.” Brennan 
then added, "I may have sealed the 
election right there.”
Andre’s endorsement
ROCKPORT, Maine <AP) - Some might say the 
latest endorsement for Gov. Joseph Brennan is all 
wet — but the governor doesn’t mind.
Brennan announced Saturday that Andre the Seal 
and his trainer Harry Goodridge are backing the 
govrnor’s bid for re-election.
Brennan recently visited Andre and Goodridge at 
Rockport Harbor during a campaign swing through 
the area.
In announcing Andre’s endorsement, the gover­
nor enclosed a letter from Goodridge, who said he 
was switching from Republican to Democrat for the 
next state election.
"And if there were some way we could get Andre 
registered, (after all, he is twenty-one years old) I 
know he’d vote for you too,” Goodridge wrote.
Andre's endorsement came despite Brennan's 
1979 speech to the Maine Press Association, in which 
the governor chided newspapers for devoting too 
many stories to Andre and not enough to substantive 
issues.
"There should always be a place on the front 
page for the interesting, bright, human interest 
story,” Brennan said in that speech.
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Andre flips 
over Brennan
ROCKPORT (AP) — Some might say the 
latest endorsement for Gov. Joseph Brennan is 
tall wet — but the governor doesn’t mind.
Brennan announced Saturday that Andre the 
Seal and his trainer Harry Goodridge are back­
ing the governor’s bid for re-election.
Brennan recently visited Andre and Good­
ridge at Rockport Harbor during a campaign
swing through the area.
In announcing Andre’s endorsement, the gov­
ernor enclosed a letter from Goodridge, who 
said he was switching from Republican to Dem­
ocrat for the next state election.
"And if there were some way we could get 
Andre registered, (after all, he is twenty-one 
years old) I know he’d vote for you too,” Good­
ridge wrote.
Andre’s endorsement came despite Bren­
nan’s 1979 speech to the Maine Press Associa­
tion, in which the governor chided newspapers 
for devoting too many stories to Andre and not 
enough to substantive issues.
"There should always be a place on the front 
page for the interesting, bright, human interest 
story,” Brennan said in that speech.
"But in the end it won’t affect the progress of 
our state government, it won’t change your 
local property tax rate or the quality of your 
local fire department one bit if Andre reaches 
Rockport.”
The governor was referring to Andre’s 
annual swim from his Winter home in Massa­
chusetts to his summer place in Rockport 
Harbor.
te
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Some Animals Go South
Andre is a seal.
Andre swims south for winter.
Other animals go south 
for the winter too.
Courier
Andre To Fly
If Plane '<’A/'ez-
Is Found
ROCKPORT — Maine's most famous har­
bor seal may be spending the winter in the 
Rockport Harbor, if a plane cannot be found 
to transport him to an aquarium in Mystic, 
Conn.
Harry Goodridge, owner of Andre the Seal, 
said Monday that no plane has been made 
available yet,' and he will not truck the 
seal to Mystic, since Andre is unhappy at 
laving to ride in a van or truck.
If a plane can be found to carry the seal, 
Ioodridge said that the seal will probably 
save in early November for the aquarium. 
If no plane is found, he will be allowed to 
jvim loose in the harbor as he was in 1980.
Harry Goodridge shows how he uses fish to lure 
.Andre the seal into his travel cage.
File photo
Andre goes off 
to aquarium 
on Monday
ROCKPORT — Andre the seal will take a 
trip to the Mystic Marine Life Aquarium in 
Mystic, Conn., Monday, where he will spend 
the winter.
His trainer, Hany Goodridge, said Andre 
will fly to Mystic in a plane supplied by the 
Robertson Paper Box Co. However, this year 
there will be some charge for the flight, he 
added. Last year the company paid for 
Andre’s flight to Mystic.
"Starting (today) I will get him used to 
going into his traveling cage. He doesn’t 
always like to get into it. It took three men 
to get him back in the cage after an appear­
ance at the Samoset this summer.
"But on the other hand, he went right into 
the cage last spring when we took him from 
the aquarium to the shore for his swim back 
to Rockport. I guess he knew he was on his 
way home,” Goodridge said.
He reported Andre had a good 22nd 
summer in the harbor. "We caught about 1,­
528 mackerel this summer and Andre ate 
every one of them. He usually eats about 10 
pounds of fish a day or about 1.5 tons during 
the time he is in the harbor,” he said.
A reluctant Andre began his trip to winter quarters Tuesday morning.
Andre Heads South
The day after this area’s first snow 
storm, Andre decided it was time to 
head south. Tuesday morning with the 
sun shining brightly over Rockport 
harbor, Andre reluctantly entered his 
travel cage for the airplane flight to his 
winter quarters.
Andre will spend the winter in the 
Seal Pool at the Mystic Marine Life 
Aquarium in Mystic, Conn. Andre’s 
owner and trainer, Harry Goodridge, 
flew down to Connecticut on a plane 
owned by the Robertson Paper Box 
Company. This is the same company 
Andre flew with last year. The cost of 
the flight will be shared by Goodridge 
and the aquarium.
The moving procedure began at 
about 9 a.m. Goodridge was waiting 
for his moving crew to arrive, while 
Andre swam about his cage waiting for 
a fish handout.
Goodridge positioned the travel cage 
at the opening of the large summer 
cage and tried to coax Andre to enter.
Goodridge tried fish, kind words and 
gentle persuasion to get the 230-pound 
seal into the cage. Andre had a few 
aborted attempts before finally having 
the cage door closed behind him.
From that point on it was easy sail­
ing for Goodridge and the moving 
crew. Andre and cage were lifted onto 
a boat, taken to a dock at the Sail Loft 
Restaurant, where he was loaded onto 
a travel lift and taken to a waiting 
truck.
Andre was last seen leaving 
Rockport, his owner sitting in the back 
of the pickup with him, heading for the 
Knox County Airport in Owls Head.
This will be Andre’s second year at 
the aquarium in Connecticut. After be­
ing released in April last year, Andre 
returned to Rockport Harbor on 
Patriot’s Day.
This coming April the avid Andre 
fans will again follow his progress up 
the Atlantic coast for another of his 
“Spring Flings.”
Famed Andre the seal flies in
By Julie Lipkin
Day Staff Writer
MYSTIC — He’s a little chubbier 
this fall, but Andre the seal demon­
strated to a delighted crowd Tues­
day he hasn’t changed his style.
“Tell ’em what you think of 
Flipper,” said trainer and mentor 
Harry A. Goodridge as cameras 
clicked and whirred.
Andre didn’t let them down — he 
emitted his famous wet raspberry to 
herald his return to the Mystic Mari­
nelife Aquarium.
The 21-year-old harbor seal ar­
rived at noon to spend his second 
winter here — a winter that all the 
world expects will be followed by his 
legendary swim home to the waters 
of Rockport Harbor in Maine.
Andre generally is regarded as the 
world’s most famous harbor seal. He 
won that distinction by swimming 
hundreds of miles yearly to his home 
with Goodridge in Rockport. The 
dappled pinniped has appeared on 
television several times and is the 
subject of two books.
What’s more, his fame doesn’t 
fade with time. Although Andre has 
wintered in southern New England 
seven times in the past, television 
crews and a crowd of bedazzled chil­
dren were here to greet him after his 
short flight from Maine.
“Andre! Andre!” the photogra­
phers called in their attempts to get 
a full-face shot of the whiskered 
seal.
“Say it sharper,” Goodridge in­
structed, demonstrating the proper 
way to get Andre’s attention.
Although Andre has lived with 
Goodridge on the Maine coastline for 
21 years, the Rockport man said he 
is not the only person who can elicit 
tricks and hammed-up responses 
from the seal.
“He’ll do it for anyone who has 
fish,” the retired tree surgeon said.
Goodridge adopted Andre 21 years 
ago when the orphaned seal was two 
days old. Since then Andre has re­
mained with his friend.
But because the harbor seal can 
make a pest of himself — sleeping in 
moored dinghies and nipping at row­
ing oars and the like — Goodridge 
several years ago took to shipping 
Andre south for the winter.
The seal spent six winters at the 
New England Aquarium in Boston, 
each spring setting off for his famed 
swim home to Rockport. Goodridge 
gave his furry friend a two-year 
reprieve from that schedule, but lo­
cal fishermen and divers kept com­
plaining about the seal’s ornery 
ways.
So last year Goodridge decided to 
give the Mystic aquarium a try. The 
experiment was a success, and now 
Andre is again here to spend five 
months with his fellow pinnipeds in 
the aquarium’s outdoor Seal Island 
exhibit.
Goodridge said the seal was pleas­
ant enough on the plane ride — but it 
wasn’t so easy coaxing him into the 
cage this time. Andre is wising up to 
travel.
“We had some problems getting 
him into the cage this time,” Goo­
dridge said, squinting his blue eyes
Famed /12
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Cordon AlexanderAndre shows off for long-time friend Harry A. Goodridge
Famed seal returns
From Page One
against a glaring sun. “He knows 
what’s going on. I opened the cage, 
and he’d hop a few feet, look up at 
me and hop back ...”
Flown in on a plane arranged by 
Chuck’s Steak House in Mystic and 
the Robertson Paper Box Co. of 
Montville, Andre later was hooked 
up to the Seal Island scale He 
weighed in at a hefty 240 pounds — 35 
pounds heavier than he was last fall, 
but only four pounds chunkier than 
when he left the aquarium last April
Andre took immediately to his new 
environs. Waddling along the rocks
•
at Seal Island, he jumped into the 
pool and was greeted by a swarm of 
curious seals.
Last spring Andre made the 230- 
mile swim from Provincetown, 
Mass., to Rockport in 140 hours, av­
eraging a speed of about 1.6 miles an 
hoiur. This spring, Andre again will 
be flown to Cape Cod for his return 
swim home.
Until then, Goodridge will have to 
go it alone.
“Do you miss Andre when he’s 
gone?” one spectator asked.
“’Course I do,” Goodridge said 
fondly. “1 worry about him.”
Andre settles into winter home
MYSTIC (AP) - Andre the seal 
is vacationing in the “south” again 
— southeastern Connecticut, that 
is.
The 21-year-old harbor seal, 
known, for his treks along the New 
England coast, was flown to Con­
necticut yesterday and transported 
to the Mystic Marinelife Aquarium.
Andre, who is cared for by Harry 
Goodridge in Rockport, Maine, 
“seemed quite happy” when he 
joined eight other harbor seals and 
five gray seals at the aquarium’s 
outdoor exhibit yesterday, said 
spokeswoman Julie Quinn.
Aquarium scientists weighed 
Andre and found he now tops 235
pounds, she said. He weighed 200 
pounds last winter, his first at the 
Connecticut aquarium.
“He seems in good health for 
such an old seal,” she said.
Andre is best known for swim­
ming home in years past to Rock­
port from Marblehead, Mass., each 
spring after a winter stay in an 
aquarium there. During the sum­
mer months, he lives in a floating
********** * * * *
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pen in Rockport Harbor. Under 
Goodridge’s direction, the seal per­
forms from a repertoire of cued 
behaviors.
“We don’t ask him to do any of 
that while he’s here,” Ms. Quinn 
said. “He’s pretty laid back here. 
After all, he’s on vacation.”
=7^
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x ANDRE the seal appears content at his winter home at tus dropped in on one of Rockport's most famous citizens
the Mystic Marine Life Aquarium in Mystic, Conn. On a and found Andre relaxing with about a dozen other seals,
recent visit to the aquarium, NEWS photographer Jack Lof-
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By MIKE LOWE 
Staff Writer
KENNEBUNK — The voice on the other 
end of the line was slurred, but familiar. 
"One minute, hold on, wait a minute . . . 
how are the kids?”
. For a moment, the 90 or so students 
crammed into the Bob Dyer’s sixth grade 
Classroom at Kennebunk’s Park Street 
School hushed. All it took was one jab by 
the "guest speaker” to set off the class in 
an uproar.
"I heard about you,” Muhammad Ali said 
to 11-year-old Briggs Seekins. "You’re that 
trgly fella.”
Ah yes, Muhammad Ali, the only man to 
ever win the heavyweight title three times 
;— and don’t think he’ll ever let anyone 
forget it — hadn’t lost any of his inimitable 
wit or charm since he last stepped into the 
boxing ring, exactly one year ago today in a 
loss to unheralded Trevor Berbick.
Ali was the guest in Dyer’s classroom 
Friday morning, courtesy of Ma Bell. The 
■ sixth grade class had a conference call with 
Ali, who is just the latest in a long list of 
famous and not-so-famous guests in the 
‘ program. In years past, either Dyer or Jane 
-‘Obermeyer, the other sixth-grade teacher 
'at the school, have held these conference 
calls in their class to give their students an 
opportunity to learn something about the 
world outside of Kennebunk.
Former sports celebrities have included 
Bruce Jenner, the 1976 Olympic Decathlon 
champion; Steve Grogan, the Patriots quar­
terback; Roger Staubach of the Dallas 
Cowboys; Dwight Evans of the Red Sox 
4ghd Jim Bouton, a former major league
it charms sixth grade class
pitcher who made bigger headlines with 
his books.
Other calls have been made to Henry 
"The Fonz” Winkler, Betty Hill, who alled- 
gedly was kidnapped by a UFO, George 
Vecsey, a New York Times sportswriter, 
Sen. Edmund Muskie and Harry GoodripH, 
the ojyneLflf Andre the Seal. --- -------------
Ali pulled no punches, zinging as many 
students as he could, razing old foe Joe 
Frazier one more time and reciting a poem 
especially written for the class. He asked 
Josy Nadeau, another interviewer, if he 
was ugly?
Seekins is probably most responsible for 
Ali’s call. Under the program, each student 
writes to a person and requests a call. See­
kins wrote to Ali, who responded very 
quickly. "I couldn’t believe it,” Seekins 
said. "He’s my idol.”
And Ali lived up to Seekins’ expecta­
tions. From the moment Ali answered the 
first question, he captivated his audience. 
Ali, 40, said he was 12 years old when he 
began boxing, shortly after "an ugly fella” 
stole his bike and moved out of town.
Seekins’ next question concerned Ali’s 
first championship win, when he beat 
Sonny Liston. "The feeling was unreal,” Ali 
said. "After the seventh round, Liston 
didn’t come out for the eighth. He said his 
shoulder was out of place. What really hap­
pened was that his face was out of place.”
The questions continued and Ali kept 
the answers light. When asked what he 
liked about boxing, Ali responded, "What I 
like is the money I got paid; what I didn’t 
like was getting hit.”
He said "my first wife” was my toughest 
opponent. In the ring, however, it was Fra-
Serious moments surfaced too. He said 
he never really enjoyed boxing, because it 
was a job. "I never enjoyed getting beat 
up.”
He wouldn’t return to boxing, either as a 
trainer or a manager. Hopefully, he won’t 
return as a boxer either, although he has 
no regrets of that one last fling in Nassau, 
the night Berbick stopped his career for 
good.
"I was shooting for the title, shooting to 
be four times champ,” Ali said. "And 
there’s no way a man can go to the moon, 
or to Mars, without taking risks. He who is 
not courageous, or won’t take risks, will ac­
complish nothing in life.
"I was glad in a way because Trevor Ber­
bick wasn’t good enough to be my sparring 
partner. But I found it hard to hit him and 
hard to get away from his punches. Father 
Time just caught up with me.”
Muhammad Ali jabbed on
the phone with sixth graders 
from Kennebunk Friday.
zier, who battled Ali in three historic 
bouts. "He was so ugly,” Ali said. "His 
mother once said that when he was a little 
boy and he started to cry, the tears would 
stop and go down the back of his head.”
He greatly admires Larry Holmes be­
cause "he’s a great boxer. I found that out 
when I fought him. He fights anyone, he 
fights regularly and he defends his title.”
After Holmes, however, he said the 
talent thins out. Laurie Eaton, another of 
the six student interviewers, asked who Ali 
thought the second-best boxer was. A snor- 
ine sound came over the intercom. "Who 
do you think is the best boxer around?” Ali 
asked. After a couple of moments, Eaton 
shyly answered, "You.” "You’re pretty 
smart,” Ali said.
He did think highly of Sugar Ray Leon­
ard and supported Leonard’s decision to 
retire. "Continuing to box could possibly 
cause serious injury to his eye sight,” said 
Ali, who didn’t know when to stop.
But he did leave his mark on a sport that 
can be savage at times. Ali doesn’t really 
want anything from the sport, only to be 
remembered as:
"The only man to win the title three 
times; the only man who raised the purse 
for fights from the hundreds of thousands 
to the millions; the only man who pre­
dicted the rounds his opponent would fall; 
the only man who received recognition in 
Russia and China; the most known man in 
the world; and the best promoter in boxing 
history.
"I got boxers talking today. I brought 
boxing to television, more people know 
boxing because of me. I took it to Pakistan, 
to Saudi Arabia, to Black Africa.
"I’ve got so much to be remembered for, 
I think nobody will ever break my records. 
Nobody.”
No one ever claimed he was modest. But 
he is enjoyable. And that’s one of the ideas 
of the program — to give students an op­
portunity to catch a celebrity in a different 
light. "You get to know the person pretty 
well by the end of the call,” said Dyer, who 
seems to enjoy the calls as much as his stu­
dents.
Before he hung up, Ali couldn’t resist 
one more of his famous poems. Seekins 
asked Ali if he had any questions for the 
students. Ali asked how much he would get 
paid. Of course the call is free — the only 
cost of the program is the cost of the call 
itself, which usually goes between $300- 
$400 a year.
Ali, seeing his opportunity, said, "I love 
you school ... I admire your style . . . But 
your pay is so cheap. Don’t call me for a 
while.”
n, Andre meet
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ROCKPORT — Gov. Joseph E. Brennan and 
- Andre the seal are friends again.
Brennan visited Rockport’s aquatic honorary 
harbor master Tuesday and made amends for 
complaining several years ago that Andre got
, more publicity than he did.
Climbing over the town landing bulkhead 
and into Andre's pen, the governor watched as 
• Andre’s trainer put the seal through some of his
. tr*Andre repeated his famous snort when asked 
bv trainer Harry Goodridge if he liked Brennan.
. But the state’s chief executive was determined
, to make amends. . „
Brennan offered his hand in a peace gesture 
and Andre extended a fin. The seal was re-
, warded with a fish dished out by the governor.
Davis
Rawson
The last office-seeker to try that technique was Hair­
line Hayes Gahagan and he needed two chairs, one for 
Billy Cohen and the other for Bill Hathaway, neither of 
whom bothered to show up.
And neither will Joe Brennan. Cragin wanted 16 de­
bates, one in each county, starting in Piscataquis and 
winding up in Cumberland.
-• According to Bert Sanborn, the Piscataquis County 
GOP chairman, “If the governor has time to visit An­
dre the Seal and play in benefit softball games he 
should have time to appear before the people of Pis­
cataquis County and let them know where he stands.^x
But Brennan thinks 16 debates are a bit much.
“That doesn’t make any sense and he (Cragin) knows
it,” the governor said recently. He will pass on all 16 
but will participate in several “mutual appearances” 
before groups like the Maine Municipal Association and 
the Forest Products Council.
His campaign staff prefers three televised debates 
beginning in August.
“Hi. I’m Georgette Berube and I’m running for
euiyene oeruDe nns me campaign trail
governor.”.
“Good luck to you.”
“I’m a Democrat.” ,
“Well.. .good luck to you just the same.” 
r‘ The candidate is in downtown Belfast and the only 
’. other Democrat in sight is her host for the afternoon, 
•► Big John Bullard. Waldo County isn’t your average 
* Democratic bastion.
Earlier, she had appeared at the Belfast Rotary Club, 
’’ prepared to deliver her everyday campaign speech, 
L hammer at Gov. Joseph E. Brennan a bit about taxes 
“ and jobs and describe how a Berube administration 
- would be fun.
i- But the president tells her that Rotary is apolitical, 
'that political speeches are forbidden in Belfast, so she 
a ^scurries up a haphazard description of the inner work-
“ings of the Audit and Program Review Committee, of 
v. which she is House chairman.
" 1 She dances around her candidacy for governor — “I
-won’t mention that office...my party, I won’t tell you 
what party that is.” — but still portrays herself as a 
tireless worker trying to trim state government in the
ivxface of an uncaring administration.
•, - Finally she runs out of time and stops literally in mic- 
sentence. It hasn’t been all that productive in terms of
■’“gaining votes.
~; But her wide grin is undiminshgd. If anything, Be- 
i> rube is even more upbeat than Brennan, the state’s 
leading expert in putting pessimism into perspective.
What is a Democrat doing working Belfast, Camden 
nd Lincolnville?
Davis
Rawsonc
“I have received a lot of Republican commitments,” 
says Berube. “That’s why I could win in November and 
Joe Brennan can’t. He won’t get any Republican votes 
or any Independent votes'. l ean take on a Republican.”
Brennan has never figured out why Berube is running 
and neither has anyone else. She says she is providing 
Democrats a choice.
The odds against her are enormous.
For one thing, no one knows who she is. Twelve years 
in the Legislature sparring with John Martin. Chair­
man of a committee which rarely makes news except 
when it recommends hiking ferry boat rates or cutting 
duplicative funding for displaced homemakers. Peren­
nial Lewiston ticket-topper but little known outside of 
Androscoggin County.
Even the name is tough. Non-Franco-Americans ine­
vitably call her Be-ROO-bee instead of accenting the 
first syllable.
Conventional wisdom dictates that you fight a lack of 
voter identification with massive TV advertising, a la 
Sherry Huber. But Berube will be lucky to raise 1/20 of 
Huber’s war chest.
“I’ve been involved in some shoe-string campaigns
but never in a campaign as shoe string as this,” one 
Berube supporter confided recently.
“One influencial Democrat told me, ‘If you had 
$25,000 to put in television advertising, you could cream 
him’,” Berube boasts.
But lack of money doesn’t faze Georgette one bit. She 
believes she can win. She really does. Brennan, she 
claims, isn’t as popular as he thinks he is out at the 
grass roots level.
“In the sanctity of the voting booth, people will sup­
port me,” she says. But she admits the deck is stacked.
Brennan, on the other hand, has it made. Things work 
out well when you’re the governor and have a staff to 
point you in the right direction. Everything is rosy.
Brennan’s people pick his spots well so that a day on 
the trail merges in with official gubernatorial duties. 
There is rarely a downer.
He speaks to the entire student body at Maine Central 
Institute, stressing their involvement in government 
and cautioning them about drinking and driving.
He fields delightful questions from the kids at Rock­
land District Junior High School. He gets to chant his 
litany of accomplishments to the Camden Rotary Club, 
which unlike that in Belfast, evidently dosen’t discrimi­
nate against politicians.
/ He even meets Andre the Seal, and apologizes for a 
three-year-old remark to the effect that the Maine 
press pays more attention to Andre than to the real 
issues of the day.
“He really is a friendly sort,” says the governor after 
Andre inhales a fish and claps his flippers. Brennan has
struggled into Andre’s cage with Harry Goodridge,| 
Andre’s confidante, and the seal appears appreciative, t
Brennan is really pumped up afterward. “That was 
dynamite!” he chortles. “Harry Goodridge could not 
have been nicer. Andre deported himself with a great 
deal of dignity. Good old Andre. He’s really done a lot 
for this state.”
Andre features prominently in Brennan’s next two 
speeches and the governor draws Rotarian groans 
when he announces that Andre has “sealed the elec­
tion” for him.
(After Brennan leaves, Channel 13 captures Good­
ridge asking Andre what he thinks of the governor. 
Andre gives a loud raspberry.)
Considered one of the most conservative Democrats 
in the House, Berube nevertheless is the only guberna­
torial candidate to have endorsed the five-year phase- 
down of Maine Yankee and thereby somehow becomes 
the candidate of choice for the split-wood coalition.
There may be some other constituencies out there — 
disgruntled state employees, dairy farmers, indepen­
dents who might enroll because of the appeal of Ber­
ube’s low-budget, maverick candidacy.
It is those grass roots people, “not party people but 
people people,” that Berube seeks, not the politicians 
who traditionally determine election outcomes.
“1 really despise politics, I really do,” says Berube, 
“but I love government. It would be really fun to be 
governor.”
Davis Rawson is the NEWS State House Bureau 
chief.
Of Clambakes and Resolutions
'X
Capitol Commentary
By PETER JACKSON “ z .
ROCKPORT (AP) — As international conferences 
go, it won’t go down in history as the Yalta of New 
England and eastern Canada.
In fact, the leaders of the six states and five________________________________________
provinces probably broke more ground on the Samoset
Resort Inn golf course last week than during the But. even the resolutions are so much window- 
roughly two hours a day they spent on formal business. dressing, often no more than a reaffirmation of 
There also were scenic bus tours of the coastal region positions taken by previous conferences.
and a boat cruise in Penobscot Bay that took in a The real value of the conference is its unique status 
performance by that ham of the sea, Andre the Seal. > 38 a forum for the ongoing exchange of ideas by state 
Not to forget the clambake, the cocktail parties and a provincial leaders across the U.S.-Canada hnrdop
banquet with six courses and three varieties of wine. 
Lest anyone accuse the governors and premiers of
junketeering, however, it should be noted that the three 
days of pomp and pleasure were paid for mainly with 
registration fees paid by the 250 people who attended 
and a host committee made up of Maine businesses.
And the relaxed pace of the chief executives’ 10th 
annual conference — like its predecessors — belies its 
significance as a catalyst for things of importance.
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan, the ceremonial host of this 
year’s conference, set the tone quite clearly in his 
opening speech. ,
“The most important contributions of this con­
ference over the past 10 years have been intangible,” 
he said. “We cannot, after all, deliberate here and 
make laws or promulgate regulations. Our resolutions 
are expressions of sentiment rather than directives.”
Several such expressions emerged from the con­
ference. One resolution calls on United States and 
“anadian leaders to settle their differences and take 
steps to curb acid rain; another is expected to ac- 
lelerate the creation of a regional oil reserve; a third 
mvisions better coordination of planning for energy 
smergencies.
and .- bo er.
And its annual occurrence forces a deadline on the 
leaders’ staffs to finish their work on major issues.
Without it, international relations would be left to the 
federal leaders, whose broader constituency demands 
a different perspective.
A good example of the conference’s benefits are the 
ongoing negotiations for the exportation of Canadian 
hydro power to New England, which is anxious to 
curtail its dependence on foreign oil.
Just before the conference, officials announced a 
tentative pact on the sale of 690 megawatts of Quebec 
hydro power. And Premier Rene Levesque made it 
clear that his province wants to firm up the sale of up to 
2,000 megawatts by late 1983, much sooner than ex­
pected.
Of course there are political problems to resolve 
between Levesque and Newfoundland’s A. Brian Peck- 
ford before the deal is completed. And New Hampshire 
Gov. Hugh Galien has to balance his stand on the 
Quebec deal with the need for investments in the 
Seabrook nuclear plant.
But nonetheless, the framework is there. And 
without 10 years of clambakes, cocktails and cruises, it 
might well not ty. , ,
Governor mends a fence with Andre
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By Emmett Meara 
NEWS Rockland Bureau '
ROCKPORT — An important part ot 
any political campaign is fence mend 
ing. Campaigner Joseph Brennan trav­
eled to Rockport to mend some 
long-standing broken fences with An­
dre the seal on Tuesday.
After a few well-chosen words with 
the seal, Brennan said that Andre had 
“sealed the election” at the Camden 
Rotary, drawing a plethora of Republi­
can boos. Brennan actually criticized 
the famous seal a few years ago, when 
he charged that the state press paid 
more attention “that gpal” fljan im
•as
portant state business. At the time, 
there were those who felt Andre was 
much more popular than the governor.
Brennan admitted his mistake on 
Tuesday, publicly apologizing to Andre 
and his trainer, Harry Goodridge. 
“I’m sorry, Andre,” Brennan said as 
he fed the famous seal a fish or two. 
“That’s all right,” Goodridge said. 
“You got some good mileage out of it.” 
Television cameras recorded the scene 
as the political powers allied for the 
June and November pushes.
“What do you think of Gov. Bren­
nan?” Goodridge asked. The portly 
seal rolled on his side and gleefully 
clapped. “What do you think of Repub­
licans?” Goodridge asked. Andre gave 
his best Bronx cheer, usually reserved 
for his rival, Flipper. “Andre is a Dem­
ocrat,” Brennan ruled as he fed him 
another, bigger fish.
Brennan disarmed the ultra-Repub- 
lican Camden Rotary with a joke. Why 
was Christopher Columbus the first 
Democrat? “He didn’t know where he 
was going. He didn’t know where he 
was. He didn’t know where he had 
been. But he was doing it on someone 
else’s money.”
On a more serious vein, Brennan 
said an incumbent should be judged on 
what he said he would do and what he 
actually did. Brennan promised eco­
nomic development and Maine has re­
corded unemployment under the 
national average for the first time in 
years. There are 20,000 more jobs in 
Maine than when he started, he said. 
“I don’t try to take credit for all of
those jobs, but I th'nk that my adminis­
tration played a significant role.” The 
aggressive use of the state’s credit 
through bond issues has assisted the 
vital industries of fishing, potatoes and 
cargo ports, Brennan said.
When the crisis erupted at the Thom­
aston Maine State Prison, the Brennan 
administration toek action to “disarm 
the prison, diffuse the situation and al­
lowed the state to run its own prison,” 
Brennan said. The Pineland school 
came out from under federal decree, 
“maybe for the first time in the nation 
in that situation,” Brennan said.
Since two-thirds of all fatal accidents 
involve the use of alcohol, Brennan 
said his administration formed a tough 
anti-drunk law “which might become 
the model for the nation. The result has 
been a 40 percent reduction in fatal 
accidents.”
After promising no tax increases, the 
Brennan administration phased out the 
inheritance tax, maintained the level 
of the sales tax and reduced taxes from 
$6 to $10 million. “We did it to get elect­
ed, but the broader principle is keeping 
faith with the people. It is part of re­
storing the faith in the political 
process.”
The housing industry was in “total 
collapse” a few years ago, Brennan 
said. The Brennan administration took 
the“reasonable action” of raising $4 
million to promote $70 million in hous­
ing, he said.
“Can a Democrat be fiscally respon­
sible?” Brennar asked rhetorically. 
The bond rating of the state has in­
creased since 1974. “The state is in 
better financial condition today than it 
was a few years ago. The Wall Street 
Journal said the other day that the 
Maine economy has turned around af­
ter 25 years.”
Despite the emphasis on financial 
matters, Brennan said he retained a 
strong commitment for personal ser­
vices. When he heard persistent re­
ports of welfare fraud as attorney 
general, he asked people to report 
names of those involved as he made 
speeches around the state. He said he 
never received a single name. “Chil­
dren can’t make a choice about a job. 
If you don’t pay for programs like 
AFDC now, you will pay later,” Bren­
nan said.
The Reagan statement about people 
“voting with their feet” if conditions 
are too tough in the Northeast was “in­
sensitive,” Brennan said. The New Fe­
deralism might sound good initially, 
but will lead to different welfare stan­
dards across the country. “It shouldn’t 
make a difference whether a person is 
in Maine or Mississippi. They should 
get a minimal quality of life,” the gov­
ernor said.
Brennan defended his decision to re­
tain the level of the fuel tax, in spite ot 
difficulties in the transportation de­
partment. The department was over- 
funded in the past, Brennan said, and 
the staff has been cut from 3,700 to i 
2,300. He supported the expenditure of 
funds for the tourist industry, a popu- J 
lar statement in the Camden-Rockport J 
area.
DINNER WITH ANDRE was the 
scene on Tuesday as Gov. Jo­
seph Brennan visited longtime 
political foe Andre the seal. 
Brennan once criticized the state 
press for paying more attention
to "that seal" than important 
state business. Brennan apolo­
gized on Tuescay to the Rock­
port harbor ri°-Atar_Qnd_ his 
trainer-friend Harry Goodridge. 
(NEWS Photo by Emmett Meara)
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JOSEPH E. BRENNAN
GOVERNOR
STATE OK MAINE 
Office of the Governor 
ACGVSTA, MAIA'E 
04888
June 1, 1982
Harry Goodridge
Russell Avenue
Rockport, Maine 04856
Dear Harry:
I certainly enjoyed meeting you and vitising with Andre in 
Rockport last Tuesday. I understand that after I left, Andre 
added a postscript to the warm endorsement he had previously 
given me!
Thank you for all you did to arrange for my visit, and I look 
forward to seeing both you and Andre in the future.
JEB/deh
Rockport, Maine 
June 2, 1982
The Honorable Joseph E. Brennan
Governor of the State of Maine
Augusta, Maine
Dear Governor Brennan:
Your letter was well appreciated by Andre and me.
Years ago I received a letter from former Governor 
Reed, of which I am quite proud, but his was much 
more formal than yours. Of the thousands of letters 
I have received, yours is my favorite.
Yes, Andre did add a post script after you left. I 
am sorry to say that he is such an incorrigible ham 
he will do almost anything for a laugh. Believe me, 
Governor, 1 chewed him out thoroughly. He will 
apologize the next time he sees you.
I am listed as a Republican, but in the next state 
election 1 am voting Democrat ana if there were some 
way we could get Andre registered, (after all, he is 
twenty-one years old) I know he’d vote for you too.
Sincerely,
Harry Goodridge
Pol gets Andre’s ‘seal1
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI) — Gov. 
Joseph EL Brennan doesn’t turn down 
endorsements in his bid for a second 
term as Maine’s number-one politi­
cian. But he was a bit taken back yes­
terday when he was endorsed by a 
trained seal.
The endorsement came by way of 
an apology.
During a political campaign swing 
through Rockport, Maine, two weeks 
ago, Brennan paid a visit to Andre 
who shook hand-to-flipper with the 
governor. But moments after the gov­
ernor left, under the glare of tele- 
vifcipji. ligota, -Andre gave him the
Bronx cheer.
Goodridge says the harbor seal is 
sorry for his misbehavior and wants 
to endorse Brennan in the Democratic 
primary, June 8. .
“I’m sorry to say that (Andre) is 
such an incorrigible ham, he will do al­
most anything for a laugh,” 
Goodridge said in a letter to Brennan.
But Andre has reason to show his 
displeasure with Brennan. Brennan 
complained two years ago the seal 
was getting more news coverage than 
he was. Public outrage at the gover­
nor’s statement forced him to retract 
it days later.
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Andre the Seal Endorses Governor
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI) — Gov. Joseph E. 
Brennan wants all the endorsements he can get in 
his bid for a second term as Maine’s number-one 
politician. But he was a bit taken back Saturday 
when he was endorsed by a trained seal.
During a political campaign swing through 
Rockport, Maine, two weeks ago, Brennan paid a 
visit to one of Maine’s most popular tourist attrac­
tions — Andre the Seal.
At the encouragement of his trainer, Harry Goo 
dndge, Andre shook hand-to-flipper with the gover 
nor. But moments after the governor left, undei 
the glare of television lights, Andre showed whai 
he really thought of Brennan — he gave him tht 
Bronx cheer.
Goodridge says the harbor seal is sorry for his 
misbehavior and wants to endorse Brennan in the 
Democratic primary, June 8.
’’I m sorry to say that •Andre) is such an incorri­
gible bam, he will do almost anything for a laugh,” 
Goodridge said in a letter to Brennan. “If there 
were some way we could get Andre registered, (af­
ter all, he is 21 years old' I know he’d vote for you.”
But Andre has reason to show his displeasure 
with Brennan Brennan complained two years ago 
the seal was getting more news coverage than he 
was Public outrage at the governor’s statement 
forced him to retract it days later.
The seal has spent the summer in Rockport Har­
bor ever since Goodridge found him abandoned 
when he was just a pup
Andre used to roam free in the harbor, but Goo­
dridge. a former town harbor master, was forced 
to build a large pen for his pet. because his antics 
annoyed local fishermen Besides grabbing oars, 
the 236 pound seal loves to hop into dinghies for 
some sun, occasionally sinking the small boats.
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Andre Makes It!
His winter sojourn here at an end, Andre 
the Seal was flown to Provincetown and 
returned to the sea at two o'clock on the 
raw, overcast afternoon of April 13th. 
Released by his friend and mentor, Harry 
Goodridge (pictured right), the harbor 
seal wasted no time humping into the chill 
surf. After briefly swimming parallel to the 
beach, he headed toward the open ocean 
and disappeared, leaving everyone to 
wonder whether he would swim home to 
Rockport, ME, as he had in previous years 
when released in Marblehead, MA. So far 
as Goodridge knew, Andre had never 
swum home from this far away.
The distance didn't bother the famous 
seal however. He showed up in Rockport 
Harbor six days later, having completed his 
longest return yet in approximately 140 
hours. Reports reaching Goodridge as the 
seal headed home indicate that his swim­
ming time was actually less than 140 hours. 
"He slept in a skiff in Sandwich one night 
and spent the next day in that area. He 
also spent some time in Rockport, MA," 
says Goodridge. "He must have gotten his 
zip codes mixed up."
-
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’harbor seal has s»fe sSaxfi
times is the past, lafl -^^sy Is expectedfcfbe
^X^^* 253* ~^ad>i{ 15 
x ^,®wre esse than he toaT *U 
Mu5m. 016 Six.S»
^S,i?c*xsevej'al mea a»e than 15
hi»
a-u^r — a -jl-j se^TS. LFnce^,5£S^S5*’ '-k-ugh. it was merely 
"1^«‘lsnV‘-^rT4Afidre was &irbcr5T
Coastal -.irUnes pilot Edward J 
^-nson ssxd it was the first ^ ne 
hed ever Sown a seal.
w?^,«eTbers. ?rom the Mystic 
Snt^V3Ua”ttm- Where
spe-t lus vmter, ~Jere tc ~ eot the 
seal on Cape Cod and ensure a prop- 
i , for Lbe 230-mile voyage thft w-JI iead him along the ridwe «S
?** cape, along the Massaets>>sa«ts 
^er^nd as far north as Penobscot
• na^ST®’ Poodridge’ who adopted 
.^ndre when he was a pup, will await 
iv^,Sv 2l ? return to the floating dock
~-£i ---s keen hon:. e £cr 20 rears. 
,-7?® vo?a8e is Andre’s first in 
Jri^r^A^8’ .^On SAX different
-^Rx^3d£e ranged for his 
aury. fbppered friend to spend the 
New England Aquari-
BcoU>n- Goodri^ge gave Andre 
’ t^o-year reprieve, but local fisher­
men and divers complained the seal
X«v“aae!’ f n-d Gf<xirid2e de­
cider this year to let Andre winter at 
«. new home.
Even with the benefit of the Sight 
«x> Provincetown, Andre’s swim this 
?u r*^lU 56 about 6C miles longer 
than Jje one he’s accustomed to The 
iLOUl7“;y_y?m Marblehead, Mass., to 
Sockport has taken the seal any­
where ,.rom 65 hours to two weeks 
apparently depending on his eager- 
^SS to return home and his en­
counters along the way.
„ J“ U rece?i interview, Goodridge
*1® SOuld^.» even ?uess at how 
long Andre will spend meandering 
Ati8?^. But he Sale he
^‘S^utb® 86811 and fcopes he’ll 
make thts journey a rush iob.At tfP^(T nne —V_L- ’
w4- jh-->aiuc:. iue aoucne astern t.nnn* 
•cut Nuclear Arms Committee 
sponsoring a fund-raiser in Aadr 
aame, taking pledges on a per-rr 
basis toward the seal’s swim hoi 
A spokeswoman for the group s 
last week the longer Andre spe’ 
on his voyage, the more money 
group can raise.
A peace group in Maine has a 
declared Andre its mascot in a si 
sar fund-raiser.
Aquarium officials have said t] 
enjoyed the seal’s four-month s 
cere and h ope he will return.
Why a seal is " swimming for peace " April 15,1962
Andre and I have never gotten involved in causes before.We’re
NOT CONCERNED MUCH ABOUT THE POLITICAL WORLD.BUT I’M SICK OF ALL
THIS NONSENSE ABOUT WHO WOULD SURVIVE A NUCLEAR WAR,HOW LONG IT
WOULD TAKE BEFORE THE WORLD WAS " NORMAL " AGAIN. I ’ M TIRED OF
HEARING ABOUT HOW MUCH OF THE POPULATION COULD BE SAVED IF WE
z
BUILT UP CIVIL DEFENSE.AS THOUGH THAT MEANT ANYTHING.'
Civil defense won’t do much for the birds in the air, the fish 
IN THE SEA,THE COWS GRAZING IN THE FIELDS.IT CERTAINLY WON’T HELP 
Andre any. '
The people who think we should have these weapons talk as
THOUGH THERE WERE NO ECOSYSTEM THAT SUPPORTED ALL LIFE,INCLUDING
human life. But even a so-called "limited" NUCLEAR WAR COULD UPSET
THE SYSTEMS ON WHICH ALL ANIMALS,PEOPLE,EVEN PLANTS DEPEND.
Did you know that pine trees are as sensitive to radiation 
AS MAMMALS,FOR INSTANCE? DlD YOU KNOW THAT WHEN THEY TESTED A 15 
MEGATON BOMB AT BlKINI ATOLL IN 1954,ANIMALS 345 MILES AWAY SUFFERED
RETINAL BURNS...
Government civil defense plans make no provision for any
ANIMALS,WILD OR DOMESTIC - NO ELEPHANTS OR LIONS OR TIGERS,OR CATS,
OR DOGS,OR SEALS.
I’ve been with Andre for 21 years and I know how many friends 
he has.Well,if they really care about Andre,they’d better start 
WORKING FOR PEACE, BECAUSE HE’S A TARGET, JUST LIKE THEY ARE, WHEN IT
COMES TO NUCLEAR WAR.
For more information, write to Andre, Rockport,Maine 04356
Fre* tne Ceusteau Almanac: Tne Strategy of the Delphi*
"It is a* unaviodaole fact of inter ,tional life tnat the decision eakers 
in governments everywhere are aest iaflueaced by vested iatereet with extravagaat 
lobbyiag budgets aad by orgaaizatieas with enormous aeabersnipe. These of ue 
whe love the sea, whe recognize the blood relationship ef all earth’s beiags, 
whe see ea tais water planet a growing tnreat te our aest fuadaaeatal biological 
aachiaery, do net ceanaad the msaoy aad power of evea a siagle aajor aultiaatioaal 
corporations. But we can wield the foraidable power ef our auabers, the strength
ef a great uaified crowd of citizeas of the planet.
Hew sad aad alaraiag is the rate of eaviroaaental devastation! We ourselves 
are increasingly threatened by toxic debris aad lethal aiscalculatieas.
It is unbelievable. It is acceptable. Wa nest stop this stupidity,and the 
aost effective weapon we have as citizens-as pareats-is the sheer force ef our 
auabers. That is the strategy of the delphia.
Whe* threatened by an animal armed with greater strength and size, pursued 
by a large shark, a pack of dolpnias will suddenly turn en aasse, dive below 
the snark and drive their blunt noses into its belly, one after another. It is 
the perfect strategy. With no ribs or diaphraa to protect its vital organs, the 
shark is vulnerable. For all ef its power, the shark is defeated by intelligence 
aad tne force of auabers. It is on weaponry of the peace makers and the cannon 
people through out history.
Let ae offer a final thought. For all the darkness that presently confronts 
us and our descendants, there is *e reason t® give up. There is every reason to 
take up the fight, because we have within eur grasp the power of the people 
to force the right decisions. The aere people, the aere power, the nore hope. 
fe)n behalf of the future generations whose legacy we are squandering, let us 
begia te aake waves- ferciag decisioa-aakers to protect and te nurture tne 
enviraanent.
Hew can we accomplish this? We can rise as a huaaa faaily aad compel the 
powerful aad the profit only minded te consider life the greatest priority. We 
can take eur inspiration frea the dolphins, whe defend themselves and their off­
spring through an instinct to mass together ia the face of danger.....
aad te attack power with wisdom!'
I "Why i3 Andre doing this?"
Nuclear war will be bad for humans,but yo it will be 
worse for animals♦Animals don’t have any defenses against 
this' at all.
Nuclear war will destroy everyone’s world - animals,humans,
* plants...you name it.Everyone and everything will be affected
We’ire on the brink of something so awful most people can’t 
* or won’t even think about it,But we have to think about it,
and that’s the point of Andrew’s swim-What does nuclear war 
mean for all creatures,you,me,Andre?
Q.
How did you get involved,Harry?"
There’s been a whole lot of talk lately,and it s made me 
think about what the freeze really means .It doesn’t
have anything to do with politics,when you come right 
down to it.I havn’t changed and Andre hasn’ t changed - 
but something in the world has changed,and it’s got me
worried- viw
Well,right here in my neighborhood a group got together-
only about 6 months ago,to learn about this problem of 
* nuclear arms.They decided to work for the freeze,and Andre
and I decided to join them.It’s like the dolphin strategy- 
we’ie banding together to use numbers and wisdom to save 
ourselves from destruction-just the way the dolphins defend
themselves against sharks.
E
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andre'swims for peace 
P. O. Box 96 
Rockport, Maine 04856
Historic New York Rally, June 12, 1982, Andre's 
representatives march for peace.
HOW YOU CAN HELP
EXPRESS YOUR OPINION. Let your Government know how you 
feel. Most Legislators have offices in every county seat. Call ’em up! 
Legislators are very sensitive to constituents’ opinions.
If you don’t feel like calling, WRITE:
Letters to SENATORS can be addressed to: Senator’s Name
Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510
Letters to CONGRESSPEOPLE can be addressed to:
Congressperson’s Name 
House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515
THE PRESIDENT receives his mail at The White House,
Washington, D.C. 20006
Letters to THE EDITOR (of your local paper, favorite newsmagazine etc.) 
are most effective of all. Write one of those, urging your neighbors to 
join you in the struggle for a nuclear weapons—free world.
For More Information, Contact:
The Council for a Livable World, 11 Beacon St., Boston, Ma. 02108 
American Friends Service Committee, 1501 Cherry St., Philadelphia, Pa.
19102
Physicians for Social Responsibility, P. O. Box 144, Watertown, Ma. 02172 
The Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign, 4144 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
63108
IN MAINE:
Open Here
Maine Freeze Campaign 
P. O. Box 3842 
Portland, ME 04104 
(207) 772-0680
Parent
Andre doesn’t know anything about Nuclear War.
DID YOU KNOW THAT:
* In a 10,000 megaton attack, most of the mammals 
in the U.S. would be killed off.
* That most animals not killed outright would be 
blinded, their unprotected eyeballs burned by 
nuclear flash.
* That the few surviving animals would face a 
dramatically altered biosphere, blindly foraging 
for tainted water and radioactive food; water and 
food that give no sign of their deadly contamination.
But the danger threatens everything living — pine trees are 
as sensitive to radiation as mammals, for instance: in the words of 
Jonathan Schell, author of THE FATE OF THE EARTH, “The 
vulnerability of the environment is the last word in the argument 
against the usefulness of shelters: there is no hole big enough to 
hide all of nature in. ” -j z- _______cr /
17 j- -'V)A£
ANDRE’S STORY
Andre- was only a few days old, apparently abandoned by his 
mother, when he was found by diver Harry Goodridge in 1961. 
Andre' was not the first seal Goodridge had adopted, but he was 
special from the beginning — quicker to learn, more eager to 
please.
For years, Andre- swam free in Rockport Harbor, but local 
fishermen grew dangerously angry at his antics. (He likes to sleep 
in small rowboats and he weighs over 200 pounds.) Every summer, 
although it made him heartsick, Goodridge was forced to confine 
his playful pal to a partially-submerged pen, and to feed him by 
hand twice a day. After 12 years of wintertime freedom, Andre 
was sent south, first to the New England Aquarium, then to the 
Mystic (Connecticut) Marinelife Aquarium.
Every spring Andre'is released into the ocean and swims 
hundreds of miles up the coast to reappear in Rockport a few days 
later. Every year Andre' has had the opportunity of returning to 
the wild, but has chosen to rejoin his friend Harry.
This friendship has been immortalized in a book and on the 
REAL PEOPLE T.V. show. Andre', now Rockport’s “Honorary 
Harbormaster,” still performs twice daily for the thousands who 
come every year to watch him and wish him well.
Watheriva.
ANDRE SWIMS FOR PEACE
In the winter of 1982, the movement to freeze nuclear weapons 
rapidly spread across Europe and the United States. Hundreds of 
New England towns voted for the freeze at their annual meetings. 
Seeking the sunuort of Rockport’s best-known resident, members 
of the local pre-freeze group asked Andre’s trainer, Harry Goodridge, , 
for help, and Goodridge dedicated Andre’s annual swim up the coast 
to the freeze movement. Amid much media fanfare, Andre was 
released from the Provincetown (Mass.) public beach on April 13.
He appeared in Rockport Harbor less than six days later. Since then, ' 
Andre has become a symbol for the freeze movement in Maine.
Harry Goodridge, granddaughter Jill Goodridge and friend Andre'
WHY A SEAL IS SWIMMING FOR PEACE
Andre'and I have never gotten involved in causes before, but 
I’m sick of all this nonsense about surviving a nuclear war, tired 
of hearing about how much of the population could be saved if 
we built up Civil Defense.
Civil Defense won’t do much for the birds in the air, the fish 
in the sea, the cows grazing in the fields. It certainly won’t help 
Andre any. Government civil defense plans make no provision 
for ANY animals, wild or domestic — no elephants or lions or 
tigers; or cats, or dogs, or seals.
It’s time to consider the other creatures who share the earth 
with us; to speak out for the fields and forests, the rivers and the 
oceans. ALL of these can be destroyed by nuclear weapons. 
Only people will fight in a nuclear war, but the whole great web 
of life will pay for their folly.
I’ve been with Andre for 21 years and I know how many 
friends he has. Well, if they really care about Andre' they’d 
better start working for peace, because he’s a target, just like 
they are, when it comes to nuclear war.
/AMaJ_ -■ A i. (^5-,
Our effort to remind the world of the ecological dangers posed by 
nuclear weapons is financed entirely through donations and the sales 
of Andre Swims For Peace T-Shirts. Please send your contribution/order 
to Andre Swims For Peace, P. O. Box 96, Rockport, Maine 04856.
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MARCH, coming with its changeable, raw weather at the tag end of winter, is about as unpopular a month as one can find in the Maine calendar. For traditionalists, its saving 
grace has long been the annual town meeting at which, even 
today, some 300 Maine communities vote on the annual budget 
and such other matters as may be brought before them. Declin­
ing attendance at what used to be the social event of the year in 
nineteenth-century rural Maine has led many to fear for the fu­
ture of this vestige of participatory democracy. Although polit­
ical scientists and many town officials consider the town meet­
ing to be an obsolete and cumbersome way to conduct compli­
cated modern-day community business, die-hards continue to 
cast about for ways to insure its continuity. In the Town of Lis­
bon, for instance, the meeting has been shifted this year to the 
merry month of May, despite predictions that only an unsea- 
sonal snow storm will persuade citizens to give up the delights 
of a spring evening in favor of sitting through a lengthy meet­
ing in a stuffy hall.
Traditionalists ourselves, we favor the town meeting and we 
favor March as the month in which to hold it. And if nothing 
else can be found to reverse the trend of diminishing atten­
dance, we favor the proposal put forward in Windham several 
years back when only 115 of the t own’s 6,500 registered voters 
turned out to vote on a $1 million budget. Near the end of the 
proceedings, a townsman rose and suggested that the town’s 
$70,000 surplus fund be divided among those voters who took 
the trouble to attend town meeting. “Wait and see how many 
come next year,” he concluded. The proposal, alas, was de­
feated on a procedural point, but we recommend this approach 
to. any town whose annual meeting seems in jeopardy, provid­
ing, of course, that there can be found a town in Maine these 
days with a surplus worth dividing.
New Status For Andre
ANDRE the Seal, Rockport’s most celebrated resident, re­cently attained the status of a registered exhibit under the Animal Welfare Act. During the winter, which Andre has
18
been spending at Connecticut’s Mystic Marine Life Aquarium, 
his trainer, Harry Goodridge, reluctantly handed over five dol­
lars to the U. S. Department of Agriculture for a registered 
exhibitor’s license, after years of resistance. It’s not the money 
that bothers Goodridge, but the prospect of having to knuckle 
under to government red tape. Cost is no object when it comes 
to Andre. The seal is now on his third good-sized floating pen 
and these are not inexpensive to build. In addition, keeping 
Andre in snacks is far from cheap. Goodridge calculates that 
the 1,034 mackerel that he caught for Andre last summer cost 
him twenty-two cents apiece in outboard fuel. When the 
twenty-year-old seal, now known to federal authorities as 11- 
C-17, swims home to Rockport Harbor in late March or early 
April, he’ll encounter the heavy hand of the federal bureau­
cracy. “They’ll inspect us four times a year,” Goodridge re­
ported. “They’ll check the temperature of his pen, the types of 
fish I feed him, and they’ll even want changes in his pen. They 
say he needs a shade over the deck where he suns himself,” 
Goodridge continued with an air of injured incredulity. “How 
can he sun himself if he’s shaded? And what about the wild seals 
in the bay. Do they need shades, too?”
zThe Doy. New London Conn Saturday. March 27. 1982
Seal to swim for peace
ROCKPORT, Maine — Andre toe celebrity aeal 
will be “swimming for peace*’ when he eplaaee So t£ ocemt at £ovto£town. M*» , on April 13 
to begin a MHnile trip to Rockport, eeya his 
trainer.
The JO-yeer-old harbor seal, 
whose swim up the coast is a 
sure sign of spring to New 
Englanders, has spent the win­
ter in the Mystic Marine Ufa 
Aquarium in Connecticut.
“We’re going to fly him to 
Provincetown, and he’ll take off 
from there,” said trainer Harry 
Goedridpe, who found Andre as 
an abandoned pup two decadee 4Wtw- 
ago and oversees his twice-daBy AHDffK 
performances of tricks for Uuwda cl 
tourists.
Thia year's swim marks the first in thrac 
years. Instead of being shipped to an ouUof-etate 
aquarium, Andre spent the t^w previous winters 
at home, roaming free in Penobecot Bay.
Goodridge said his upcoming swim will pro- 
mote the proposed nuclear weapeoa fraeae, which 
has been approved by Rockport and ether Maine
to*™
Andre ready 
for big swim
MYSTIC — Andre the celebrity 
seal who spent the winter at Mystic 
Marinelife Aquarium, will be 
“swimming for peace" when he 
I leaves Provincetown, Mass., on 
April 13 to begin a 230-mile trip back 
home to Rockport, Me., says his
trainer.
The 20-year-old harbor seal’s 
swim up Lhe coast is a sure sign of 
spring to New Englanders.
"We're going to fly him to Pro­
vincetown. and he’ll take off from 
there." said trainer Harry Goo­
dridge. who found Andre as an aban­
doned pup two decades ago and 
oversees his twice-daily perfor­
mances of tricks for crowds of sum­
mer tourists.
This year's swim marks the seal's 
first i. three years. Instead of being 
shipped to an out-of-state aquarium, 
Andre spent the two previous 
winters at home, roaming free in 
Penobscot Bay. But because the 205- 
pound pinniped is often considered a 
nuisance to fishermen and divers 
there i.oodridge decided to have 
[ Andre spend the cold season here
this year
Goodridge said Andre's upcoming 
swim will promote the proposed nu­
clear weapons freeze, which has 
been approved by Rockport and 
other Maine towns.
"One of the people heading up the 
movement came to me and asked if 
’ they eould use Andre's name to raise 
funds." said Goodridge. who agreed
immediately.
"I don't want a nuclear confronta­
tion " he said, and "neither does An-
, dre "
The swim from Provincetown will 
be Sil miles longer than Andre’s uau- 
i al trip from Marblehead, Mass. In 
the past he has wintered at the New 
England Aquarium in Boston before 
returning to his floating pen in Rock­
port where he holds the title of hon­
orary harbormaster.
; he swim from Marblehead has 
men anywhere from 65 hours to two 
weeks apparently depending on An­
dre s eagerness to return home and 
'the diversions encountered along the
way
Andre 3rnved here with much 
pomp i d circumstance in Novem- 
b» • at;, r a plane trip from his Rock- 
; p-,1 lem.e base. Since that time, he 
ha> >'iared space with 14 other har­
bor and gray seals in the aquarium's
Seal Island exhibit.
In his months here, Andre has won 
the hearts of aquarium visitors and 
staffers aiixe His special trick, as 
aqua mi . !j ainers quickly realized, 
is !■ : , • a wet Bronx cheer at the 
: mem er, •{ flipper, television’s
i
r
Office of Town Manager 
ISLESBORO. MAINE 04648
>
January 16, 1982
President Ronald Reagan 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, DC
Dear Mr. President:
Andre the Seal, one of Maine's best known "citizens" has been doing fine 
for 20 years without federal interference. (Please see enclosed newspaper clipping 
from the Portland, ME, Press Herald)-.
I am sure you will agree that a harbor seal, who has won the hearts of 
millions through TV, books and magazines, for his ability and desire to annually 
swim from southern New England, through the open ocean, to her summer home in mid- 
coast Maine, should hardly be an issue for D.C. bureaucrats to worry about.
This is the type of wasted federalism that I support your ending.
With every wish for success in your battles with the Federal Government, I am
Enc. (1)
C £ /J' G^^dG
o t f...
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Suzanne Higgins
A\€ry Special Seal
In Rockport, Maine, I saw a big, gray statue.
I have seen many statues. Most are of 
important people. 1 his statue was a surprise. 
It was a statue of a seal! What could a seal have 
done that was so important?
I wanted to know. So I asked a w’oman 
about the statue.
"That statue?” she said. ' Oh, that s our 
Andre. He’s a very important seal.
This is what I found out about Andre.
A man named Goodridge found Andre in 
the ocean. Andre was about three days old. 
There was no mother seal in sight. Mr. 
Goodridge thought the little seal would starve. 
So he took it home with him.
The Goodridge family loved animals. They 
had many pets. Mr. Goodridge felt that one 
more pet would be just fine! So the baby seal 
joined the family. He was named Andre.
Raising a baby seal was not an easy job. 
Andre didn’t know how to feed himself. If 
Andre didn’t eat, he would not live. Mr. 
Goodridge had to think of a way to get Andre 
to eat.
He made a special baby bottle for Andre. 
He made a hole in a log. Then he covered the 
log with rubber. Andre’s bottle fit into the 
hole in the log. Andre liked this special bottle. 
He grew bigger and stronger every day.
Mr. Goodridge found an old bathtub. He 
filled it with water. This was Andre’s bed at 
night.
In the day, Andre played in the house or in 
the yard. Sometimes, he chased the family dog 
out of its house. When he was sleepy, he could 
nap in the dog’s house!
When Andre was older, he needed fish to 
eat. Each day, Mr. Goodridge put Andre in the 
back of his car. He took Andre to the ocean for 
a swim. Soon the baby seal began to catch his 
own food.
Andre had learned to fish quickly. Mr.
Goodridge knew he could learn other thines as 
well.
Mr. Goodridge found it easy to teach 
Andre all kinds of tricks. Andre loved to show 
off. He would do tricks any time people were 
around. Andre loved to make people happy. 
Soon, he had made many friends.
In the summer, there were always people 
around. But the winters in Maine are cold.
Not many people are around in the winter. 
Andre would get very lonely. Sometimes 
Andre went looking for friends. He would 
swim to a boat. Andre was big and strong now. 
Even just playing, he could tip a small boat 
over.
Mr. Goodridge was afraid that Andre 
might hurt someone. Even more, he was afraid 
that someone might hurt Andre! He knew he 
had to find a winter home for Andre,
Mr. Goodridge knew about a special place 
in Boston, Massachusetts. It was the New 
England Aquarium. An aquarium is a zoo for 
fish and other sea animals. At some aquariums, 
sea animals do tricks. Lots of people visit these 
aquariums. They come to look at the fish. 
They come to see the water shows.
Mr. Goodridge wanted the aquarium to 
take Andre for the winter. He knew Andre 
would be happy there. Andre could show off 
his many tricks. Best of all, he would not be 
lonely.
The New England Aquarium was happy to 
take Andre. Now Andre could live in the 
aquarium every winter.
Andre liked the aquarium. Mr. Goodridge 
visited him a lot. Andre was always happy to 
see Mr. Goodridge.
Each summer, Andre was set free in the 
ocean. Each summer, Andre found his own 
way back to Rockport, Maine. He swam by 
himself the whole way.
People along the way looked for Andre. 
They called Mr. Goodridge to tell him they had 
seen Andre. Mr. Goodridge was happy that 
people cared so much about Andre.
Even the newspapers told about Andre. 
Each day, they told where Andre had been 
seen. After all, Andre was a very special seal! 
Summers in Rockport, Maine, would not be 
the same without him.
So many wonderful letters have been 
delivered to my house that I just can't 
answer them all. Sometimes I think that 
reading letters is the most interesting 
part of my adventure. My parents helped 
me make this card so that I can at least 
say "Thank you" for writing. I will keep 
your letter forever!
P.0. Box 44, Manchester, ME 04351____
Leslie Land 
Box 148 
Cushing, ME
04563
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V. Rostow, director of the Ad- 
on's Arms Control and Disar- 
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ero’s campaign. In a state- 
ased Friday, he said that a 
in foreign policy cannot be re- 
il there has been a thorough, 
lisciplined debate about what 
n policy is for, what it’s sup- 
accomplish and by what
linistration has been hesitant 
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r because many Republicans 
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events.
:mors of North Carolina, Vir- 
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Spectrum of Organizers 
Zero’s organizers reflect a 
ogical and professional spec­
ious and civic leaders, doc-
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Eugene V. Rostow, the director of 
the Arms Control and Disarma­
ment Agency, welcomes public 
concern about arms control.
Goodridge, AndrC’s owner and trainer, 
dedicate the seal’s voyage to peace. 
^“The swim reflects Harry’s concern 
that even if a nuclear weapon exploded 
in the ocean, not in Chicago, it would be 
all over for AndrC and other ocean life,” 
said Leslie Land, who organized the 
freeze campaign in Cushing, Me., popu- 
. lation 600. “Nuclear war kills animals
; too.”
I
--No one is certain when Andre will 
reappear In Rockport Harbor, but Miss 
Land is planning a public welcome for 
the 21-y ear-old seal.
/hjfk Molander, the Ground Zero 
fou .e, said that the campaign should 
c^tinue to focus on education, rather 
t» i direct political action.
Founder Hasn’t Endorsed Freeze 
He says he welcomes the freeze cam­
paign as a force for "opening the door 
for many Americans to think about this 
grim issue.” But he, like many military 
and arms control specialists, has not en­
dorsed the proposal to freeze nuclear 
arsenals. He believes that the United 
States should begin to alter and im­
prove its political relationship with the 
Soviet Union, not merely try to prevent 
nuclear war through a combination of 
weapons development and arms con­
trol, he says.
But, Mr. Molander said, "Concerned, 
educated citizens might well come to 
different, equally valid conclusions 
about the best way to reduce the risk of 
war."
’ Many proponents of the freeze, how­
ever, favor more immediate and direct 
political involvement.
Peter Stein, a physics professor at 
Cornell University who helped coordi­
nate campus activities for Ground Zero 
Week, said that his new group, United 
Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War, 
wanted to establish a "nationally coor­
dinated candidate canvass on the issue 
.r weapons control.”
Stein said he hoped to formulate
planned a ‘Run for Your Life’ here,” 
Mr. Chong said. "But we scrapped it 
when we were told that there would be 
no safe place to run during a nuclear 
war. Because of the concentration of 
military facilities here, the entire is­
land of Oahu would be destroyed.”
9 Greenpeace, an international envi­
ronmental group, plans to launch a 70- 
foot hot-air balloon Sunday over Law­
rence Livermore Laboratory, near San 
Francisco, It will go on to visit major 
cities on a 2,000-mile journey.
•3 Luther College in Decorah, Iowa, 
plans to suspend all classes Thursday, 
substituting seminars and lectures on 
nuclear issues.
‘Dance for Disarmament’
In addition, organizers are planning 
“puppets for peace” shows in Albuquer­
que, N.M.; tours of nuclear weapons 
plants in Santa Clara County, Calif.; a 
"dance for disarmament” at the Stan- 
ford University campus; a five-minute 
ringing of church bells in Portland, 
Ore., prayers and fasts and hundreds of 
town meetings, debates and similar ac­
tivities.
And AndrC the seal has begun a 
“swim for peace” from Provincetown, 
Mass., to Rockport, Me., where he usu­
ally spends the summer. About 70 
freeze supporters turned out on a gray 
drizzly day last Tuesday to watch Hany
five questions on nuclear topics de­
signed to help voters determine 
whether candidates were "serious’ 
about arms control. Groups would be 
encouraged to publicize candidates’ re­
sponses and to oppose candidates who 
"aren’t really serious about it, or who 
don’t vote the way they said they 
would,” he said. <
Mr. Stein acknowledged the possibil­
ity that entering the political process as 
a lobbying group might fragment the 
movement, which has been growing 
rapidly.
Groups within the antinuclear weap­
ons coalition, for example, could disa­
gree sharply over which arms control 
policies or candididates to endorse. But 
he says this is unlikely, because the 
movement has eschewed broader, 
potentially divisive political issues, 
such as United States involvement in El 
Salvador, in favor of a “consciously 
narrow, single-issue orientation.”
“It’s time to start our political agen­
da,” Mr. Stein maintained.
450 Campuses Participating
While 152 campuses held antinuclear 
gatherings last November, 450 are par­
ticipating this week.
Harold Willens, campaign coordina­
tor of the California Freeze Campaign, 
agrees. On Tuesday, he will file a peti­
tion, containing more than 700,000 sig­
natures, for a referendum urging a 
freeze in nuclear arsenals. Only about 
350,000 signatures were required to 
place the proposal on the November 
ballot.
“The ballot box battleground in fall 
will be in California,” Mr. Willens as­
serted. “This will have a direct political 
translation that will not be lost on Wash­
ington and the rest of the nation.
“We’re the contemporary Paul Re- 
veres, and we’re sounding an alarm: 
Unless the people interject good ol’ 
common sense into this arena, the nu­
clear metaphysicians will kill us all.”
■ Fy
This is a message for pmopbv,from people. Y'ou can tell 'cause
it's WRITTEN DOVV ON PAPER,WHICH IS AN EXCLUSIVELY HUMAN FORM
i
OF COMMUNICATION.But if the innocent creatures of the sea could
SPEAK TO US r.V OUR LANGUAGE .SURELY THEIR MESSAGE WOULD SOUND
SOMETHING LIKE THIS:
PEOPLE! BE GAREFUL! OUR GOOD GREEN EARTH IS d FRAGILE PLAGE
THAT N US LEAR, TEAPONO GAr EaSILY DESTROY. THE HORS OF THESE 
WEAPONS YOU BUILD, THE GREATER THE DANGER GROTS _ NOT JUST FOP. 
HUH ANS, BUT FOR EVERY LIVING THING. ONLY PEOPLE DILL FIGHT IN -A 
NUGLEAR WAR, BUT THE WHOLE GREAT WEB OF LIFE TILL PAY FOR THEIR 
FOLLY. PLEASE, WE ASK YOU, TURN YOUR PhTHS TOWARD PEAGF.
DELIVERED LY A '. DRE THE SEAL,ROCKPORT PAINE 
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July 22,1982
Dear Liz,
Thanks for your nice letter of June 30 - I'm so pleased 
YOUR GROUP IS INTERESTED IN WORKING OUT SOME KIND OF FALL PROJECT.
The person who first noticed the S.E.G.F.G. 's Andre T-shirt 
AD. SUGGESTED WE ASK YOU TO MAKE DOUBLE-SURE THE VOLUNTOWN 
PEOPLE ARE STRAIGHT ON THE WHOLE ANDRE PROJECT AUTHORSHIP,AND THAT 
SEEMS LIKE A GOOD IDEA: PLEASE BE SURE THAT THE GT. STATE FREEZE 
ORGANIZATION KNOWS TO REFER ANDBE BUSINESS TO US.
And please do be shopping in your own group for at le&st 
1 active Gt. Andre liason worker.He spends a lot of time down there 
AND HAS A LOT OF FANS DOWN THERE,WHICH MEANS THERE'S EVERY GOOD 
CHANCE FOR HIM TO BE WORKING FOR THE FREEZE DOWN THERE.BELIEVE EE, 
WHEN HE'S ON THE SPOT,HE MOVES A FAIR NUMBER OF T-SHIRTS.
Our new brochure will be ready soon - we'll send a bunch 
when it is.In the meantime,we welcome any plans/suggestions your 
GROUP MIGHT BE MOVED TO OFFER.
Sincerely
Leslie/ Land 
Andre^/Swims for Peace 
(FORMERLY THE ANDRE COMMITTEE
M.P.G.)
P. 0. Box 96 
Rockport,Maine 04356
P.S. I HOPE THE tQ SHIRT COMPANY DIB HAVE THE SCREEN AND THAT 
it's ON ITS way.We’re all looking foreward to CLOSING that chapter 
AND MOVING AHEAD TOGETHER.
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. and Now a Disarmament Industry
By JUDITH MILLER
Special to The New York Times 
WASHINGTON, June 24 — There
are buttons, bumper stickers, books, 
movies, T-shirts, posters,' newslet­
ters, ‘‘peace” quilts, poll-takers, pub­
lic relations firms and political action 
committees — all part of the veritable 
cottage industry spawned by the na­
tionwide campaign to freeze Soviet 
and American nuclear arsenals at 
current levels.
“The movement has grown up, 
said Richard P. Pollock, of David 
Fenton Communications, a media 
consulting firm. “They realize that 
they’re taking on the Big Boys eye-to- 
eye, and their presentations to the 
media and public must be as profes­
sional as possible.”
Mr. Pollock is part of this growing 
disarmament industry. The Nuclear 
Weapons Freeze Campaign, the St. 
Louis-based coordinating committee 
for hundreds of state and local antinu­
clear weapons groups, retained his 
firm here three months ago to see if he 
could help them present their mes­
sage more effectively.
Much of the freeze-related business, 
like the movement itself, is not based 
in Washington. In Rockport, Me., 
“Andre Swims for Peace” T-shirts, 
commemorating a trained seal’s 
coastline swim for disarmament, are 
particularly treasured by the 100 
Rockport residents who turned out on 
a windy, drizzly day last April to 
cheer Andre on from his acquarium.
State and Local Initiatives
Throughout the country, there are 
print makers and poster producers, 
button manufacturers and newsletter 
writers trying to raise money for state 
and local initiatives that call for a
mutual and verifiable moratorium on 
weapons testing, production and de­
ployment.
One of the largest tests of the nu­
clear freeze movement’s political 
clout is to take place in November in 
California, where a resolution urging 
a freeze is on the state ballot. A Los. 
Angeles-based advertising firm, Zim­
merman, Galanty & Fiman, is in the 
final stages of planning the freeze 
campaign’s print, radio and television- 
advertising strategy.
“We’re earning so little for this that 
it’s almost pro bono publico,” said Bill 
Zimmerman, a partner in the firm.
The cost of ads for local initiatives is 
substantial. In California, Mr. Zim­
merman said, a 30-second spot on tele­
vision costs as much as $10,000. But he 
added, “It’s still the cheapest way to 
reach the most people.”
Across the country in New Vernon, 
N.J., Clay Colt and Kate Donnelly, 
have merged their political activism 
with a small but booming antinuclear 
business. Last month, they sold to the 
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign 
5,000 oval blue buttons bearing the 
freeze group’s slogan: “The Freeze —
Because Nobody Wants a Nuclear 
War.”
“They were a bit more expensive 
because they’re oval,” said the 31- 
year-old Mr. Colt, who works out of his 
home with his business partner and 
wife, Kate Donnelly, 30.
Bumper Sticker Boom
In general, Mr. Colt added, the 
freeze campaign has been a boon to 
their business, with demand for anti­
nuclear custom and stock items soar­
ing. “Arms Are for Hugging” and 
"You Can’t Hug Your Friend With Nu­
clear Arms” bumper stickers are 
particularly popular, and what Mr. 
Colt termed the “old standby” buttons 
have also been selling well. They said 
that last year they sold more than 
60,000 “Bread Not Bombs” buttons, 
adding that a small, discreet “No 
Nukes” button is also in demand.
“The groups usually get a 300 to 400 
percent markup over the purchase 
price when they sell the buttons,” said 
Mr. Colt, “so they’re an easy money­
raising device.”
For the more sophisticated and am­
bitious fund-raising efforts, there are 
direct mail firms, which report a land­
slide response to antinuclear appeals. 
Roger Craver, of Craver, Mathews, 
Smith & Company, a Washington- 
based concern that raises funds by di­
rect mail for liberal causes, said that 
the response to such solicitations had 
been “remarkable.”
Several new books about nuclear 
weapons and arms control are also 
selling well. Roger Molander, head of 
Ground Zero, a nonpartisan group 
promoting education about arms con­
trol issues, reports that his book, “Nu­
clear War: What’s In It For You?” is 
in its fifth printing, with more than 
270,000 copies in print.
A “quickie” book composed by staff 
assistants to Senators Edward M. 
Kennedy, Democrat of Massachu­
setts, and Mark O. Hatfield, Republi­
can of Oregon, is doing well. More 
than 200,000 copies of the book, 
“Freeze: How You Can Help Prevent 
Nuclear War,” have been sold, and it 
is in its second printing.
“It’s a growth industry,” said Alan 
Scherr, a founder of the Boston-based 
Lawyers Alliance for Nuclear Arms 
Control. His group has grown to 2,000 
from 300 since January and is now at­
tracting 150 recruits a week.
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This fascinating whale is found in the waters surrounding the Arctic Circle. Some­
times referred to as the “unicorn of the sea” the Narwhal grows to approximately 
15 feet. In the male, the left upper tooth spirals out through the upper lip and be­
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Andre heads home
gWi
Sean Flynn, above, says goodby to Andre in Groton, as did others in Provincetown
4w^ By Julie LipkinDay Staff WHtar
MYSTIC — With a light wind blowing and a 
gloomy sky overhead, Andre the celebrity 
harbor seal Hew off Tuesday afternoon on 
the first leg of his now-legendary trip to 
ft, Rockport, Maine.
The 205-pound pinniped, locked 
securely into a 5-foot wire and wood- 
frame cage, left the Groton-New Lon­
don airport shortly after noon on a
Coastal Airlines plane bound for 
Provincetown, Mass. From that 
point, the 20-year-old seal will 
swim to Rockport.
He arrived at the Province- 
town harbor area about 
about 1:30 D.m. and was set 
free in the water as more 
than 100 spectators stood 
by for the start of his jour­
Airborne 
Andre will 
finish trip 
by sea
ney.
Andre circled the harbor 
foF most of the afternoon — 
a common practice before 
leaving Massachusetts, ac­
cording to his owner, Har­
ry Goodridge.
Andre/10
Pol gets Andre’s ‘sear
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI) — Gov. 
Joseph E. Brennan doesn’t turn down 
endorsements in his bid for a second 
term as Maine’s number-one politi­
cian. But he was a bit taken back yes­
terday when he was endorsed by a 
trained seal.
The endorsement came by way of 
an apology.
During a political campaign swing 
through Rockport, Maine, two weeks 
ago, Brennan paid a visit to Andre 
who shook hand-to-flipper with the 
governor. But moments after the gov­
ernor left, under the glare of tele- 
viftiop. Jjgnia, jkndre. gave, him the
Bronx cheer. .
Goodridge says the harbor seal is 
sorry for his misbehavior and wants 
to endorse Brennan in the Democratic 
primary, June 8. .
"I’m sorry to say that (Andre) is 
such an incorrigible ham, he will do al­
most anything for a laugh, 
Goodridge said in a letter to Brennan.
But Andre has reason to show his 
displeasure with Brennan. Brennan 
complained two years ago the seal 
wa-, getting more news coverage than 
he was. Public outrage at the gover­
nor’s statement forced him to retract 
it days later.
liy uotcu cu rnuuici ictc-ou v* , ami v- SiaeC It
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Andre the Seal Endorses Governor
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI) — Gov. Joseph E. 
Brennan wants all the endorsements he can get in 
his bid for a second term as Maine’s number-one 
politician. But he was a bit taken back Saturday 
when he was endorsed by a trained seal.
During a political campaign swing through 
Rockport. Maine, two weeks ago, Brennan paid a 
visit to one of Maine’s most popular tourist attrac­
tions — Andre the Seal.
At the encouragement of his trainer, Harry Goo 
dndge, Andre shook hand-to-flipper with the cover 
nor. But moments after the governor left, undei 
the glare of television tights, Andre showed wha 
he really thought of Brennan — he gave him tlx 
Bronx cheer.
Goodridge says the harbor seal is sorry for hr 
misbehavior and wants to endorse Brennan in the 
Democratic primary, June 8.
I m sorry to say that (Andre) is such an incorri­
gible bam, he will do almost anything for a laugh.” 
Goodridge said in a letter to Brennan. “If there 
were >ome way we could get Andre registered, (af­
ter ail. hi is j; years old) I know he'd vote for you.”
But Andie lias reason to show his displeasure 
with Brennan Brennan complained two years ago 
the seal was getting more news coverage than he 
was Public outrage at the governor’s statement
forced him to retract it days later 
The -.eal has spent the summer in Rockport Har­
bor ever ame Goodridge found him abandoned 
when he was just a pup.
Andre used to roam free in the harbor, but Goo- 
dndgc a former town harbor master, was forced 
to build a large pen (or his pet, because his antics 
annoyed local fishermen Besides grabbing oars 
the 21ti-puund seal loves to hop into dinghies for 
some ,un. •.ceasionally sinking the small boats.
